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The report is based upon the investigation carried out by the National 

Transportation Safety Committee (KNKT) in accordance with IMO Resolution 

MSC.255(84) and Indonesian Shipping Act (UU No 17/2008). 

Readers are advised that the KNKT investigates for the sole purpose of 

enhancing Transport safety. Consequently, KNKT reports are confined to matters 

of safety significance and may be misleading if used for any other purpose. 

As KNKT believes that safety information is of greatest value if it is passed on for 

the use of others, readers are encouraged to copy or reprint for further 

distribution, acknowledging KNKT as the source. 

When the KNKT makes recommendations as a result of its investigations or 

research, safety is its primary consideration. 

However, the KNKT fully recognizes that the implementation of 

recommendations arising from its investigations will in some cases incur a cost to 

the industry. 

Readers should note that the information in KNKT reports and recommendations 

is provided to promote transport safety. In no case it is intended to imply blame 

or liability. 

 

The report is based on: 

1. Indonesian Shipping Act No 17 Year 2008, articles 256 and 257 as well as the 

explanatory memorandum; 

2. Government Regulation No 62 Year 2013 on Transportation Accident Investigations; 

3. Presidential Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia No 2 Year 2012 on the National 

Transportation Safety Committee; and 

4. IMO Resolution MSC.255(84) on the Casualty Investigation Code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The report is published by the National Transportation Safety Committee (KNKT), 3rd Fl. 

Transportation Building, Ministry of Transportation, Jln. Medan MerdekaTimur No 5, JKT 

10110, Indonesia, in 2021. 
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FOREWORD 

Praise to be given to the Almighty God with the completion of the preparation of the Final 

Report of the Investigation into the Allision of Soul Of Luck with Container Gantry Crane on 14 

July 2019 in Port of Tanjung Emas, Central Java, Republic of Indonesia. 

The Completion of this Final Report of Marine Accident Investigation was mandated by 

Indonesian Shipping Act No 17 Year 2008 Article 256—257 as well as Government Regulation 

of Transport Accident Investigations No 62 Year 2013 Article 39 Paragraph 2 Letter c which 

states that “The report of transport accident as referred to the verse (1) consists of the final 

report.” 

The report is the final output of the entire investigation process which covers fact information, 

analysis of causal factors that most likely contributed the accidents, recommendations for 

prevention and improvement, and appendix of other supporting documents. The report 

discusses about the marine accident issues about what, how and why the accident occurred 

and findings about the cause of the accident along with the recommendations of shipping 

safety to the parties to minimize or prevent recurrence by the same factors in the future. The 

final report is issued or publicly published after requesting responses and/or feedback from 

regulators, operators, manufacturers of transportation facilities and other related parties. 

The last, but not least, the Final Report of Marine Accident Invetigation was made so that the 

interested parties could learn and take lessons from the accident. 

 

Jakarta,          February 2021 

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION 

SAFETY COMMITTEE 

CHAIRMAN 

 

 

 

Dr. Ir. SOERJANTO TJAHJONO 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On 14 July 2019 at about 16.00 local time1 (LT), a Panamanian container ship, named Soul Of 

Luck was approaching Port of Tanjung Emas, Semarang, Province of Central Java, Indonesia. 

The Pilot planned to onboard the Soul Of Luck at 1.5 nautical miles (NM) northern of the Buoy 

No 1.  

At about 16.40 LT, the pilot embarkation point was shifted into the channel. The Pilot was in 

the channel and approaching the Soul Of Luck, whereas the two tug boats to assist the berthing 

of Soul Of Luck were just dispatched. 

At about 16.46 LT, the Soul Of Luck was approaching the Buoy No 3 and 4, the speed was 

reduced to dead slow ahead and then stop engine. 

Soon after, tug boat Jayanegara 304, was stand by at the fore of the Soul Of Luck, but no crew 

of Soul Of Luck to assist the tug line. 

Around 10 minutes later, another tug boat, Jayanegara 201, made fast the tug line in the aft, 

whereas the Jayanegara 304 was still in progress to making fast the tug line. 

Soon later, the heading of Soul Of Luck was gradually turning to the port. The heading of the 

Soul Of Luck was approaching towards the Kanway Galaxy, a container ship which was 

unloading containers on the wharf. 

At this time, the main engine of Soul Of Luck did not work for astern. The attempts of pushing 

the heading of Soul Of Luck by two tugs away from shore and re-activating the main engine of 

Soul of Luck to astern did not work effectively.  

The heading of Soul Of Luck, finally, could be altered to starboard. However, she was still 

moving towards the port. Finally, she collided container gantry crane No 03 and the other ships, 

named Ceria 8 and Heng Xin. 

The investigation determined that the weather was not issue in the allision of Soul Of Luck with 

container gantry crane at Port of Tanjung Emas, Central Java. Therefore, the analysis 

discussed in the engine components performance, the action in dealing with the situation, 

regulations as the risk control measures as well as the cooperation amongst crew of Soul Of 

Luck, Master of tug boats and Pilot. 

The investigation concluded the contributing factors of the occurrence was due to an engine 

control malfunction of Soul Of Luck. More over, it occurred when the Soul Of Luck was too 

close to the wharf. Those factors led to the loss of control of the Soul Of Luck. In addition, the 

KNKT as the Marine Safety Investigation Authority also found several safety issues rose 

altogether in this accident that need to be addressed. 

Therefore, the KNKT has issued the following safety recommendations to the Ministry of 

Transportation, PT Pelindo III as well as Victoria Oceanway Ltd. and Osier Holding S.A.  

                                                      

1 Western Indonesia Time (Waktu Indonesia Barat/WIB) is UTC + 07:00. 
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GLOSSARY 

Accident site is a locus/place of a marine casualty(ies), ship wreck, ship collision(s), major 

damage of ship(s) or any property(ies) or environmental disaster due to ship operation, or any 

injuries to person(s). 

Causal factors mean actions, omissions, events or conditions. 

Closed-loop communication is a communication technique used to avoid 
misunderstandings. When the sender gives a message, the receiver repeats this back. The 
sender then confirms the message. 

Coastal State means a State in whose territory, including its territorial sea, a marine casualty 

or marine incident occurs. 

Emergency evacuation is a direct and rapid movement so the people away from any risks or 

occurrence. 

Flag State is a State whose flag a ship is entitled to fly. 

Interested party is an organization, or individual, who, as determined by the marine safety 

investigating State(s), has significant interests, rights or legitimate expectations with respect to 

the outcome of a marine safety investigation. 

Local Harbour Master is the technical agency of regulator in the port area under the Ministry 

of Transportation which has the responsibility to oversee and undertake law enforcement in 

the aspects of marine safety and security; to coordinate the governmental activities at the port; 

to control and oversee the activities at the commercial ports. 

Marine casualty investigator or investigator is a qualified person who has assigned by the 

marine safety investigation authority to carry out an investigation in regards a marine casualty. 

Marine safety investigation is an investigation or inquiry (however referred to by a State), 

into a marine casualty or marine incident, conducted with the objective of preventing marine 

casualties and marine incidents in the future (casualty prevention). 

Marine Safety Investigation Authority is an Authority in a State, responsible for conducting 

investigations in accordance with this Code. 

Pilot is a person who is in charge of the transport and pilotage of the ship into the port up to 

her being anchored and moored and, similarly, in the reverse process until ship reaches the 

outward pilot station. 

Port Service Provider is a commercial company which has the function to provide the services 

related to the port activities, such as pilotage, towing, un/loading, storing as well as supply of 

water, fuel and electric. 

Seafarer is any person who is employed or engaged or works in any capacity on board a ship. 

Ship seaworthiness is the ship’s ability to withstand ordinary stress of wind, waves and other 
weather which the ship might normally be expected to encounter the ordinary perils of the 
seas. 

Very serious casualty is a marine casualty involving the total loss of the ship or a death or 

severe damage to the environment. 
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I. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

I.1. THE INCIDENT 

On 14 July 2019 at about 16.00 LT, the Master of a Panamanian container ship, named Soul 

Of Luck made a notification to the Pilot Station about ship arrival at Tanjung Emas Port, 

Semarang, Province of Central Java. The Master reported through the VHF radio Channel 12 

that the estimated time of arrival (ETA) was approximately at 17.00 LT. Also, the Master asked 

the information for pilot boarding location and on which side the pilot ladder would be lowered. 

Her speed was around 11.7 knots, while her course was 161.2°. 

The Pilot Station Officer afterwards asked the assigned Pilot about the intended location for 

embarking the Soul Of Luck and which side the Pilot ladder side will be lowered. The Pilot 

planned to hop onboard the Soul Of Luck at 1.5 nautical miles (NM) northern of the Buoy No 

1 and preferred the starboard side for pilot ladder. Instantly, the Pilot Station officer forwarded 

the messages to the Master of Soul Of Luck. Hence, the Master of Soul Of Luck acknowledged 

the information.  

The Pilot Station officer asked the Soul Of Luck to increase the speed. By the time, the Pilot 

told the Pilot Station officer that the Pilot was already on the Pilot boat to approach the Soul Of 

Luck. 

The Soul Of Luck would berth alongside the container port of Tanjung Emas by her starboard 

side on the Port No 3, next to the container gantry crane No 03. Around her spot, there were 

four other ships already berthed by their starboard side. 

 

Figure I-1: Meratus Barito, Kanway Galaxy, Ceria 8, and Heng Xin whilst berthing on the 

Tanjung Emas Port (maps: Semarang VTS and Indonesian Nautical Chart No 91) 

At about 16.30 LT, the Master of Soul Of Luck called again the Pilot Station officer. At this time, 

the Master told that the Soul Of Luck’s location was about 3 NM towards the Buoy No 1 and 

the Pilot ladder was ready on the starboard side. Her speed was around 11.6 knot, while her 

course was 163.9°. 

At about 16.35 LT, the Pilot Station Officer contacted both tug boats Jayanegara 304 and 

Jayanegara 201 which will be deployed to assist the Soul Of Luck to berth. Each tug boat 
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confirmed the order. The Soul Of Luck’s speed was around 11.6 knots, while her course was 

164.3°. 

Other than Jayanegara 304 and Jayanegara 201, there was another tug boat named Anoman 

IV. Refer to the information from the company of pilotage service provider, she was at southern 

of Tanjung Emas Port, waiting for the command if needed. She was ready to assist those tug 

boats. 

 

Figure I-2: The position of Anoman IV 

Four minutes later, the Pilot made the first call to the Soul Of Luck. The Pilot asked the Master 

to proceed slowly to the Channel. The Pilot planned to embark when the Soul Of Luck was 

already in the channel. The Master confirmed the request by replying to the order as a closed 

loop communication. The Pilot then appreciated the Master’s willingness to proceed inbound. 

At this time, her speed and course were relatively constant. 

Shortly after, the Pilot told the tug boats that the Soul Of Luck was already in the channel and 

asked both tugs to keep up. The Pilot also asked the Jayanegara 304 to be at the aft and 

Jayanegara 201 at the fore of Soul Of Luck. 

At around 16.40 LT, the first tug boat, named Jayanegara 304, departed from the Passenger 

Port of Nusantara. Shortly after, the second tug boat, named Jayanegara 201, departed from 

the same location. Both tugs were moving at an average speed of 7 knots. 

In the mean time, the Pilot had just been onboard the Soul Of Luck. On the bridge, there were 

the Master, Helmsman and Third Officer (3/O). The Master and 3/O were sitting beside each 

other on the starboard side of the bridge, the helmsman was on the steering console in the 

middle of the bridge, while the Pilot was next to the helmsman. 

At about 16.46 LT, the Soul Of Luck was approaching the buoy No 3 and 4 with her average 

speed and heading as 8.2 knots and 176 degrees, respectively. She was about 1.4 NM from 

the container gantry crane No 03 (as shown in the Figure I-3). 
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Figure I-3: The location of Soul Of Luck (SOL), Jayanegara 201 (201), Jayanegara 304 (304) and 

other buoys (numbered circles) at 16.46 LT (maps: Semarang VTS and Indonesian Nautical 

Chart No 91) 

The Master ordered to reduce the speed from slow ahead to dead slow ahead. The Pilot asked 

the Master about the speed and course. The Master replied that the speed was dead slow and 

the course was steady (straight). The Pilot agreed and reminded the Master for not steering to 

the starboard. 

 

Figure I-4: The timeline of movement of Soul Of Luck 
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Quickly after, the Pilot asked the Master to stop engine. The Master repeated the suggestion 

as a closed-loop communication. Afterwards, the Master ordered the crew to stop the engine 

of Soul Of Luck. 

Afterwards, the Master reminded the crew that the plan was to berth on the starboard side and 

be assisted by two tug boats. The crew responded positively to the message. 

The Pilot reminded the Master of Soul Of Luck to be ready and asked him to stop the engine. 

The Master instantly ordered the crew to stop the engine. The order was confirmed by the 

crew. Afterwards, the Pilot told both tugs that the Soul Of Luck’s engine had been stopped. At 

the time, Soul Of Luck’s speed was decreasing gradually to 6.7 knots and the course was still 

the same. The Pilot asked both tugs to directly approach the Soul Of Luck. The Jayanegara 

304 replied to the Pilot’s order. 

Immediately after, the Pilot asked the Jayanegara 304 to be at the fore of the Soul Of Luck. By 

the time, the Jayanegara 201 was still approaching the Soul Of Luck behind the Jayanegara 

304. 

 

Figure I-5: The Jayanegara 201 was following the Jayanegara 304 (304) towards Soul Of Luck 

(SOL) (image: port side CCTV footage of Jayanegara 201) 

At 16.51 LT, the Jayanegara 304 told the Pilot that there was no crew on the forecastle of Soul 

Of Luck to receive the tug line of Jayanegara 304. The Pilot instantaneously asked the Master 

to urge the crew to be at the forecastle as soon as possible. The Master prompted the Pilot’s 

request by asking the crew to quickly assist the Jayanegara 304. A ship crew soon replied the 

order by explaining that the crew was ready in the forecastle. Immediately, the Jayanegara 

304 was getting closer to the port side bow of the Soul Of Luck. By the time, Soul Of Luck was 

passing buoys No 5 and 6 and still unconnected to any tug boats. 

At about 16.52 LT, the Pilot reminded the Master again for not altering to the starboard. The 

Pilot reminded the Jayanegara 304 to be nearby the Soul Of Luck if the tug line works had 

been completed. The Pilot alerted both tugs that the time to turn the Soul Of Luck was about 

to come. The Jayanegara 201 acknowledged it. The Pilot then asked the Jayanegara 201 to 

standby and follow alongside the Soul Of Luck whilst waiting for the order from the Pilot. The 

Jayanegara 201 agreed the Pilot’s command. At the time, the Jayanegara 201 was still 

approaching the Soul of Luck. 
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Figure I-6: The situation at about 16.53 LT 

At about 16.53 LT, the Jayanegara 201 was approaching the aft port side of Soul of Luck. 

Afterwards, she was positioned parallel with the Soul Of Luck. Shortly after, the tug line of 

Jayanegara 201 was in progress to be connected to the Soul Of Luck’s aft port bollard. All 

three ships were around the buoys No 7 and 8. 

At about 16.54 LT, the Pilot asked the Master hard to starboard. Rapidly, the Master of Soul 

Of Luck ordered the helmsman hard to starboard. A few seconds later, the Jayanegara 201 

informed the Pilot that the Jayanegara 201’s tug line was fast and ready to undertake the Pilot’s 

command in assisting the Soul Of Luck. The Jayanegara 201 was following alongside of Soul 

Of Luck. The Jayanegara 201 finished making fast the tug line onto the Soul Of Luck. Whereas, 

the Jayanegara 304 was still approaching the fore port side of the Soul Of Luck. 

 

Figure I-7: Tug line of Jayanegara 201 (orange circle) was ready; Jayanegara 304’s was still not 

ready (source: CCTV footage of Jayanegara 201) 
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Not long after the Master of Jayanegara 201 reported the completion of work on the tug line, 

the Master of Jayanegara 201 began a conversation to a crew on the bridge. 

 

Figure I-8: The Master of Jayanegara201 was taking a mobile and took off the ship’s console 

whilst having a conversation with a tug crew (source: CCTV footage of Jayanegara 201) 

Afterwards, the Master of Jayanegara 201 did something on the mobile phone by using his 

both hands. After about 40 seconds of being on the phone, the Master of Jayanegara 201 

checked the situation. The contact angle between the Jayanegara 201 and the Soul Of Luck 

was slightly changing. Afterwards, the Master of Jayanegara 201adjusted the heading of 

Jayanegara 201. Right after it, the Master came back to the mobile and conversed with a crew 

member of the Jayanegara 201 who was standing nearby. By the time, the Jayanegara 304 

was still approaching the Soul Of Luck. 

 

Figure I-9: (a) The Master of Jayanegara 201 began to do something on the mobile phone; (b) 

the situation about 40 seconds later (images: CCTV footage of Jayanegara 201) 

At about 16.57 LT, the Pilot urged the Jayanegara 304 to immediately be alongside of the Soul 

Of Luck. A few seconds later, the Pilot ordered the Jayanegara 304 to push the Soul Of Luck 

with her full power. In the next several seconds, the Pilot told the Jayanegara 304 that the 

heading of Soul Of Luck was gradually turning to the port. The Soul Of Luck’s average speed 

and heading were 5.3 knots and 171 degrees, respectively. At this time, the heading of the 

Soul Of Luck was approaching towards the Kanway Galaxy, a container vessel which was 
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unloading containers. Many harbour workers were working around the Kanway Galaxy. The 

distance between Soul Of Luck and Kanway Galaxy was less than 0.1 NM. 

At about 17.00 LT, the Jayanegara 304 sent the tug line to the Soul Of Luck. The Master of 

Jayanegara 304 told the Pilot that the tug line works were still in progress. Whilst waiting for 

the completion of the tug line works, the Pilot urged the Jayanegara 304 to immediately push 

the bow of Soul Of Luck. About one minute later, the Jayanegara 304’s tug line was fast. The 

Soul Of Luck’s average speed and heading were 5.2 knots and 168 degrees, respectively. 

Shortly after, the Pilot asked the Jayanegara 304 again to push the Soul Of Luck. The Pilot 

also asked the Master again hard to starboard. The Pilot repetitively ordered the Master of 

Jayanegara 304 to push in full power to which they replied, saying that he was working on it. 

Next, the Master the Soul Of Luck ordered half astern to the crew. That order was followed by 

the Pilot’s order to the Jayanegara 304 to keep pushing the Soul Of Luck. The Jayanegara 304 

replied that the she was pushing with her full power. Again, the Pilot urged the Jayanegara 304 

to keep pushing the Soul Of Luck perpendicularly.  

In the meantime, the engine crew of Soul Of Luck reported to the Master that the main engine 

control system failed to respond to the astern order. The Master insisted that the engine should 

run astern because the distance towards the Kanway Galaxy was getting closer. The engine 

crew then asked permission to set the astern engine manually. However, after three attempts, 

it was still unsuccessful. The engine crew and Master shouted to each other in Russian that 

the engine did not work properly. The Master warned the crew again that the Soul Of Luck was 

adrift. Meanwhile, the Pilot kept urging the Jayanegara 304 to push the Soul Of Luck. The Soul 

Of Luck’s average speed and heading were 3.5 knots and 133 degrees, respectively. 

Knowing the conversation with a high intonation amongst the Master and the ship crew, the 

Pilot understood that there was an issue with the engine of the Soul Of Luck. The Pilot 

immediately ordered the Jayanegara 201 to pull the Soul Of Luck. Following the pull order, the 

Master of Jayanegara 201 put down the mobile phone and began to pull the Soul Of Luck. The 

Pilot repeated the order several times. The Jayanegara 201 then acknowledged the order. 

 

Figure I-10: The Jayanegara 201 (201) was pulling and the Jayanegara 304 (304) was pushing 

whilst the Soulf Of Luck was approaching the Kanway Galaxy (KG) (image: Semarang VTS) 

Shortly after the command to pull the Soul Of Luck, the Jayanegara 304 asked the Pilot 

whether the Jayanegara 304 also made a pull or keep pushing the Soul Of Luck. The Pilot 

once ordered the Jayanegara 304 to pull, but afterwards he revised the order to keep pushing 

the Soul Of Luck. The Pilot repeated the order to the Jayanegara 304 to push the Soul Of Luck 

and to the Jayanegara 201 to pull the Soul Of Luck. The Jayanegara 304 asked again whether 
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the Soul Of Luck should be pulled or pushed. Replying to the request, the Pilot insisted the 

Jayanegara 304 to keep pushing the Soul Of Luck with the highest power and to push the Soul 

Of Luck perpendicularly. The Pilot repeated the order to the Jayanegara 201 to pull back the 

Soul Of Luck. 

 

Figure I-11: The Jayanegara 304 (304 with orange circle) whilst fleeing away from the Soul Of 

Luck (SOL) 

By then, the Soul Of Luck’s heading gradually changed to 146 degrees. The Jayanegara 304 

asked the Pilot to get the permission to escape. Nonetheless, the Pilot insisted to ask the 

Jayanegara 304 to keep pushing the Soul Of Luck. At the same time, the Master of Soul Of 

Luck ordered the forecastle crew to let go of the tug line. 

Notwithstanding the pilot order was to push the Soul Of Luck, the Master of Jayanegara 304 

disagreed the request because the Jayanegara 304 was too close to the wharf. Right after the 

Jayanegara 304’s explanation about the situation, the Pilot ordered the Jayanegara 304 to go 

away from the Soul Of Luck. The Pilot repeated the order to the Jayanegara 201 to pull the 

Soul Of Luck with the full power. 

At the same time, the engine crew of the Soul Of Luck made several attempts to address the 

engine control issue. Several times the engine control could not be operated to move astern, 

but always worked successfully in moving ahead. The efforts were seen by some crew of tug 

boats as theshipwakescreated bypropellers of the Soul Of Luck. The wakes were not continued 

as the trial made by the engine crew weretaken several times in an instantaneous testing. 

A few seconds later, the fore of Soul Of Luck hit the container gantry crane No 03. As a result, 

the gantry rapidly collapsed. Some trucks and containers underneath the gantry crushed by 

the crane. 
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Figure I-12: Photos taken by port workers from the wharf (a) and Kanway Galaxy (b) whilst the Soul Of Luck 

hit the container gantry crane No 03 

After the allision, the Soul Of Luck was keep moving towards another container ship in front of 

her, named Ceria 8. Knowing the propeller of the Soul Of Luck was kicking towards ahead, the 

Master of Jayanegara 304 informed the situation to the Pilot and reminded that the Soul Of 

Luck was keep moving forwards. 

 

Figure I-13: Sample of no wakes (a) and  wakes (b) behind the Soul Of Luck 

The Jayanegara 201, which was pulling the Soul Of Luck, was dragged towards the shore. At 

the time, the tug line of the Jayanegara 201 was right on the edge of the aft port side of the 

Soul Of Luck. Soon after, her tug line was cut off. 

At about 17.03 LT, the Jayanegara 304 successfully made fast on the bollard of starboard bow 

of Soul Of Luck. The Master of Jayanegara 304 reported about this to the Pilot. The Pilot asked 

the Master to stop the engine. A few seconds later, the Master asked the engine crew to stop 

the engine control trial. 
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The Master ordered the helmsman to steer the Soul Of Luck hard to starboard. Her heading 

slightly changed. As the consequence, the Soul Of Luck grazed the port side hull and railings 

of the Ceria 8. This cut off all of the berthing lines of the Ceria 8. Afterwards, the Ceria 8 

dragged by Soul Of Luck towards south. They were approaching an oil tanker vessel, named 

Heng Xin. 

 

Figure I-14: The Soul Of Luck wilst contacted the Ceria 8 

A few seconds later, the starboard aft of Ceria 8 hit port fore railing of Heng Xin. The Heng Xin 

held the Ceria 8, so that the Ceria 8 suddenly stopped. In the mean time, the Soul Of Luck was 

still moving away from the Ceria 8, but the Soul Of Luck’s speed was significantly reduced to 

0.8 knots. 

The Pilot then asked the agent of the Soul Of Luck whether the ship would be freed to go or 

be berthed on the wharf. The agent asked the Pilot to let the Soul Of Luck proceed in the 

unloading of the containers as previously planned. The Master agreed to the idea and then led 

the berthing process. 

At about 17.39 LT, the Soul Of Luck completely berthed on the wharf of the container port, 

right next to the collapsed container gantry crane No 03. 

I.2. THE AFTERMATH 

On the shore, the allision resulted an injury and devastation on the wharf area. A truck driver 

who was inside the truck cabin suffered a minor injury. After undertook a treatment in the 

hospital, the truck driver was permitted to go home. There were no other reports of fatalities or 

injuries on the gantry operator. 

The massive destructions were seen on the container gantry crane No 03, a few container 

trucks and several stacks of containers nearby the collapsed gantry. There were no reports 

related to the crack of the wharf construction due to the incident. 

There were two ships suffered damage due to hit by the Soul Of Luck. The port side of Ceria 

8 had an extensive damage on the hull, railing, and construction. Her berth lines were cut off. 

The astern was also damaged after contact with the Heng Xin. Meanwhile the Heng Xin only 

had a light damage on her railings which required repainting. Whereas, the Soul Of Luck had 

a damage on her port side hull. 
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Figure I-15: The ruined container gantry crane No 03 

However, the port service was declared normal within three hours after the incident. There was 

no damage on the rubber tyred gantry cranes (RTG) which was located several metres from 

the collapsed gantry. The other gantries also had a normal function as before the incident. 

Therefore, the services for container and tanker ships were continued. 
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Figure I-16: Scratch on the Soul Of Luck’s aft port side hull 

I.3. SHIP INFORMATION 

I.3.1. Ship Detail 

 

Figure I-17: Soul Of Luck (image: Fleetmon) 

Soul Of Luck (IMO 9148647) was a container ship which registered in Panama with gross 

tonnage of 16,915 and deadweight of 21,519 tons. The steel ship built by Hanjin HI Co. Ltd. in 

1997 in South Korea was owned by Victoria Oceanway Ltd. (managing owner) and Osier 

Holding S.A. (registered owner), while her operator was Gold Star Line Ltd. At the time of the 

incident, she was classed with Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (NK). 
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Her dimensions of length overall, length perpendicular, depth and breadth were 168.05, 

159.62, 13.80 and 27.20 m, respectively. The vessel, formerly named Hansa Catalina, had a 

total capacity of 1,645 TEUs2 in her cargo holds (610 TEUs in 7 cargo holds and 1,035 TEUs 

on deck) with the maximum summer draft of 9.215 m. 

The bridge of Soul Of Luck was equipped with a set of navigational equipment which complied 

with the SOLAS requirements. This included a gyro autopilot, ARPA equipped radars, 

Automatic Identification System (AIS), Global Positioning System (GPS) plotter, Electronic 

Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS), echo sounder, VHF radios, satellite telephone 

and a Kevin Hughes Simplified Voyage Data Recorder (S-VDR). 

 

Figure I-18: The bridge of Soul Of Luck 

I.3.2. Engine System 

Her main engine was a two-stroke diesel engine brand of MAN B&W 6S60MC which could 

produce a total power of 12,240 kW3 (16,414 HP4) at 105 rpm5 to drive a fixed pitch propeller 

(4 right-handed blades). This would provide a service speed of 18.5 knots. She was equipped 

with 3 auxiliary engines in which each engine generated electric power of 600 kW. 

The engine of Soul Of Luck can be either controlled directly from the bridge or from the Engine 

Control Room (ECR), in a usual practice. In the first mode, the ship becomes the Unmanned 

Maritime Systems (UMS) in which the control of the engine was fully from the bridge. The role 

of engine crew has been minimised significantly without watch-keeping personnel assigned 

specific duties of operation and surveillance. Refer to the Rules for Automatic and Remote 

Control Systems (Nippon Kaiji Kyokai, 2020), the Soul Of Luck was categorised into the UMS 

M0 which means that her main engine monitoring was centralised. 

In the second mode, this was usually when the vessel was in manoeuvre, as in the average 

vessels. The engine order was given by telegraph from the bridge, but the control was switched 

                                                      
2 Twenty-foot equivalent unit. 

3 Kilo watt. 

4 Horse power. 

5 Revolutions per minute. 
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from the bridge to the ECR. The main engine of Soul Of Luck was controlled from the ECR. 

The main engine control used the pneumatic system located next to the engine telegraph. The 

electrical signal comes from the ECR console. 

To control the air system, the Rexroth brand of pneumatic valves were used onboard the Soul 

Of Luck. The 7-bar air system was used for several purposes on the engine. Based on the 

explanation from the engine manufacturer, those valves were not categorised as main engine 

parts. The pneumatic system has its own maintenance treatment and schedule, apart from the 

maintenance of main engine. 

Based on the Instruction Book Volume 5, Manoeuvring System of MAN B&W 6S60MC Engine, 

the switching between the bridge and ECR can be made during either stop or running condition 

in an easy and quick mechanism. In the stop position, the switch would be no issue. Whereas, 

the switch from the bridge to the ECR in the running mode might result a sudden adjustment 

of the engine speed due to the difference of speed order between both control locations. 

 

Figure I-19: Engine console of Soul Of Luck 

In the Manual position, the engine is controlled from the Engine Side Console in the ECR by 

the push buttons of START, STOP, and the AHEAD/ASTERN. The speed is set by the ‘Manual 

speed setting’ on the hand wheel. 

The Soul Of Luck’s engine is based on a mechanical camshaft system for activation of the fuel 

injection and the exhaust valves. The engine is provided with a pneumatic manoeuvring system 

which transmits orders from the separate manoeuvring consoles to the engine. The starting 

valves are opened pneumatically by control air from the starting air distributor(s) and closed 

by a spring. Each cylinder is equipped with its own fuel injection pump, which consists of a 

simple plunger activated by the fuel cam directly. 

Ahead or astern movement depended on the rotation direction of the propeller. Clockwise 

rotation would produce ahead movement, while anti-clockwise rotation would produce astern 

movement. The slow speed engine of Soul Of Luck used the direct manoeuvring system to 

reverse the propeller rotation. 

There are two systems to switch the rotation of propeller from ahead to astern and vice versa. 

First, the indirect manoeuvring system changes the movement of the ship without changing 

the rotation of the engine. For example, if the piston rotates clockwise, the piston will still rotate 

like that until the engine is shut down. The only change is on the propeller rotation by using 

reverse coupling in the gear box. There are two couplings, specifically ahead coupling and 

astern coupling. 
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Second, the direct manoeuvring system on a two-stroke main engine needs a transition to 

switch from ahead to astern movement and vice versa. This system makes the engine piston 

should completely stops to switch between two opposite movement. After the piston stops, it 

would rotate to the opposite direction. The camshaft will change the injection, exhaust and 

scavenging timing. This system installed on the Soul Of Luck. 

Whilst the propeller of Soul Of Luck rotates clockwise, she was moving ahead. Otherwise, if 

the propeller rotates anti-clockwise, she was moving astern. The propeller shaft is directly 

connected to the main engine’s crankshaft without the gear box. Therefore, the rotation of the 

propeller was the same as the rotation of crankshaft. 

The camshaft types needed in the engine operation depended on the engine order. If the order 

is ahead, the ahead fuel cam would be engaged. Otherwise, the astern fuel cam would be 

engaged. Those fuel cams are located adjacent. 

I.3.3. Bow Thruster 

In the absence of the tug boats, the Soul Of Luck could use her bow thruster. With a maximum 

power of 700 kW (938 HP), this allows her to manoeuvre at a very low speed (Guangxing et.al. 

2015) and hover in currents. The bow thruster was designed reversible, so that the vessel may 

be maneuvered in either port or starboard directions. 

One of factors determine the effectiveness of bow thruster is the speed of vessel. The lateral 

thrust of the bow thruster decreases when the velocity of the vessel beyond 2 knots (Australian 

Transport Safety Bureau, 2007; Beauchamp & Krol  William P., 2007; and The Standard P&I, 

2012). A set of research conducted to disclose this phenomenon which was called the Coanda 

Effect (Dang & Laheij, 2003). The results confirmed that the forward velocity on the vessel 

significantly boosts the velocity of water through the thruster propellers. This leads to the loss 

in side thrust of the vessel. 

The rudder works otherwise. The ahead speed gives the benefit to the function of the rudder. 

When the speed is entering the navigable speed, the rudder plays its role as the controller of 

ship’s direction. Otherwise, the rudder does not work at a very low speed (Hassani, Steen and 

Rudaa 2016). 

I.3.4. Pneumatic System 

All systems in the Soul Of Luck’s main engine were controlled by the pneumatic system. The 

pneumatic system utilises compressed air to empower mechanical motion based on the 

principles of fluid dynamics and pressure. The system was comprised of interconnected set of 

subsystems, such as an air compressor, transition lines, air tanks, hoses, cylinders, and air or 

gas as the fluid. 

The pneumatic system was connected to the handle of manoeuvring system in the ECR. There 

were two pilot valves of maneouvring system for ahead and astern. When the handle was in 

ahead position, the ahead pilot valves of maneouvring system would open the air to the 

pneumatic control system to start the engine in ahead rotation and vice versa. 

At the accident of Soul Of Luck, when the handle of maneouvring system was positioned to 

astern, the control system did not work. The engine crew found that the pilot valve of 

maneouvring system for astern had a leakage. Therefore, the air was wasted out of the system. 

The leakage made the system had insufficient power to switch the engine to the astern 

position. 
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After the accident, the engine crew switched the engine control from ECR side to the engine 

side. The testing used the replacement of pneumatic valve was successfully done. 

I.3.5. Planned Maintenance System 

Planned Maintenance System is a system set by the ship owner or ship operator to carry out 

planned maintenance activities in certain intervals according to manufacturers and 

classification requirements. The system could be implemented on either a paper, software or 

combination of both. Since the systems in the machinery are complex and involve a number 

of components, a comprehensive maintenance system requires a record system to be placed 

in a good order. 

The International Safety Management (ISM) Code requires a thoroughly Planned Maintenance 

System. This means the identification of equipments and technical systems that may cause 

critical situation is a must, such as sudden operational failure on the main engine. The system 

also needs to state clearly about regular testing, continuous recording of stand-by equipment 

and technical systems. The identification enables the classification of the equipments and 

components in machinery aspect, so that the engine crew have the ability to check the 

appropriate components as a priority. 

The need of checking and maintaining the critical elements in machinery systems have been 

stated in the Clause 10.3 of the ISM Code as follows. 

“The Company should establish procedures in its SMS to identify equipment and 

technical systems the sudden operational failure of which may result in hazardous 

situations. The SMS should provide for specific measures aimed at promoting the 

reliability of such equipment or systems. These measures should include the regular 

testing of stand-by arrangements and equipment or technical systems that are not in 

continuous use”. 

A regular testing of continuous or non-continuous engagement is required by the ISM Code to 

ensure an engine performance as expected by the engine crew. Otherwise, the absence of the 

periodical test might lead to a disastrous situation when the ship engine is in a trouble. 

There are two types of records which should be done according to the ISM Code. First is the 

externally-generated records. The reports issued by classification and port state control are 

some example of records in this category. Another type is the internally-generated records. 

The engine performance, testing, failure, change of condition are in this record. To sum up, 

the internally-generated record requires a complete and monitored situation of engine systems. 

In the operational level, there are many options that the company could select some of them 

as the appropriate ones to be applied for the engine systems. They are total productive 

maintenance, planned maintenance, preventive maintenance, reactive maintenance, 

predictive maintenance and reliability-centred maintenance. Each of them has a specific 

consequence related to the maintenance schedule which in turn will affect the operational of 

the ship. 

In selecting the maintenance method, the ISM Code provides a set of guidelines as follows. 

i. the maintenance recommendations and specifications of the equipment 

manufacturer; 

ii. the history of the equipment, including failures, defects and damage, and the 

iii. corresponding remedial action; 

iv. the results of third-party inspections; 

v. the age of the ship; 
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vi. identified critical equipment or systems; 

vii. the consequences of the failure of the equipment on the safe operation of the 

ship. 

I.3.6. Standard Operational Procedure of Ship Crew 

The company issued the Standard Operational Procedure (SOP) for the crew of Soul Of Luck 

named Safety Management System (SMS) Manual as a part of the International Safety 

Management (ISM) Code requirement. The documents which authorised by the Designated 

Person Ashore (DPA) and approved by the general manager demonstrated how respective 

crew should do their works based on the authority and tasks. In terms of the ship’s operation, 

the Master and Chief Engineer had more authority to manage the crew. 

The procedure asked the Master to do several tasks prior to the beginning of any voyage as 

follows. 

a. The technical and navigational readiness of vessel for the safe sailing. 

b. Crew manning and all kinds of supplies, bunkers necessary for the forthcoming voyage, 

and readiness of vessel’s cranes, hatch covers and cargo holds where the intended 

cargo for this voyage will be safely loaded, carried and discharged. 

More specific in regards the arrival/departure to/from the port, the procedure asked the Master 

to undertake these actions. 

a. To be in command on the bridge and personally navigate, manoeuvre the vessel, taking 

all precautionary steps. 

b. To ensure the engine/s must be ready for any change of regime of operation, reverse 

and anchors to drop. 

c. To take a Pilot during navigation where is required/compulsory. The Master has the 

right to take Pilot for the safety reason, if he finds this necessary, even in areas where 

Pilot is not compulsory. 

d. To ensure the safe embarkation of the Pilot onboard the vessel and his safe 

disembarkation from the vessel. After embarkation of Pilot on board of vessel, the 

Master is obligated to provide vessel’s “Pilot Card” to the Pilot, ship particulars and 

familiarize the Pilot with manoeuvering characteristics of the vessel and special 

features of operation, navigation of the vessel; the way of giving orders to the 

Helmsman and tugs must be agreed timely, the Pilotage plan and scheme of berthing 

and un-berthing must be provided at any time. 

The procedure also gave a special attention to the Master as follows. 

The presence of the Pilot on the Bridge does not release the Master from his responsibility 

to control the vessel during pilotage. In case of improper, dangerous actions of the Pilot, 

the Master shall release the Pilot from piloting the vessel and to perform navigation and 

maneoeuvering independently or require the replacement of the Pilot. In this case, the 

Master has to report to Port Authorities, ask for Pilotage plan, scheme of berthing and 

unberthing and make a record in the Bridge log-book. 

The SOP also detailed the responsibility of the Chief Engineer, who named by the SOP as the 

Deputy to the Master, as follows. 

a. To plan and execute works of maintenance and repair, efficient use of spare parts and 

stores, fuel oil, lubricants and fresh water. 
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b. To ensure the operation of vessel’s technical equipment in strict correspondence with 

operational and Maker’s System, Circulars and Instructions of Flag State and the 

Company. 

c. To ensure the compliance with safety regulations, safety rules and instructions by crew 

and shore personnel during maintenance and repair of ship’s equipment. 

d. To plan works for maintenance and repair of vessel, organisation of work and rest of 

engine room crew, organising watches and duties. 

e. To ensure the operation of ship’s cranes, timely control of their condition, replacement 

of oil in the hydraulic systems and gear boxes of ship cranes. 

f. To ensure the readiness of fire and discharge pumps and systems, working condition 

of fire prevention devices. 

g. To manage engine room crew during ship’s drills. 

h. To prepare the vessel for Class, Flag and Port State Control inspections. 

i. To prepare repair specifications, control the quality of works carried out by shore-based 

technicians and by ship specialists. 

j. To control time to order and supply of safety items, stores and spares, storage and 

consumption of fuel oil, lubricants and fresh water for the needs of engine room. 

k. To control the main engine during entering port, departure and during mooring 

operations. 

l. To present at the control room when the control of main engine is on the bridge during 

entering port, departure, mooring operations and passage of narrow waters. 

m. To inform immediately the bridge when there is a delay of execution of bridge’s order. 

n. To check daily the records in the engine log book and oil record book as well as to sign 

them and to ask Master’s signature. 

o. To fill up and submit plans and reports to the company as per Company’s Safety 

Management System (SMS) in specified intervals. 

p. To confirm the readiness of engine and all machinery 15 minutes prior to the departure 

and report it to the Master together with the Chief Officer. 

q. To stop or take out of operation any equipment if this does not affect the safety of the 

vessel or disturb its normal operation. 

r. To reduce speed or stop main engine to prevent an accident or rectify its consequences 

in necessary cases. 

s. To act at the Chief Engineer’s discretion in the special emergency cases and 

impossible to obtain timely permission, and then report the steps taken to the Master. 

I.3.7. Standard Operational Procedure of Emergency Situation 

In regards the crisis circumstance, the company also prepared the emergency response 

checklists as the appendix of the SMS Manual. At the time of the accident, there were 11 

situations covered by the checklists as follows. 

1. Stranding/grounding. 

2. Fire and/or explosion. 

3. Collision. 

4. Main engine failure or steering gear failure. 

5. Loss of power. 

6. Gyro compass failure. 

7. Bridge control/telegraph failure. 

8. Man overboard. 

9. Piracy/terorism. 
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10. Abandon ship. 

11. Flooding. 

Amongst those checklists, there was no specific checklist in regards to the malfunction of 

engine control. The closest situation to the engine control failure was the checklist of the engine 

failure which was described as follows. 

a. Call Master. 

b. Take action to manoeuvre ship away from danger. 

c. Prepare for anchoring if in shallow water. 

d. Check other vessels in close proximity. 

e. Plot vessel’s position and pass it to radio room. 

f. Assess weather, current and drift. 

g. Note time of breakdown. 

h. Exhibit “not under command” shapes/lights. 

i. Commence sound signalling. 

j. Broadcast urgency messages to ships in the vicinity, if appropriate. 

k. Modify AIS status message to communicate relevant information. 

l. Inform Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) or Port Authority if in controlled or similarly 

monitored waters. 

m. Establish cause of breakdown. 

n. Establish if repairs are possible by vessel’s staff. 

o. Establish time required by repairs. 

p. Establish if shore assistance is required. 

q. Enter facts in log book. 

r. Inform company head office. 

I.4. CREW OF SOUL OF LUCK 

There were 19 multinational crew members who worked onboard the Soul Of Luck. They were 

Russians, Indians and Filipinos. Most of them worked less than one year onboard the Soul Of 

Luck. The ship regularly visits Indonesian ports (Tanjung Emas Port in Semarang and Tanjung 

Perak Port in Surabaya) and a Malaysian port (Port Klang Port in Selangor) monthly. 

The Master who held the master certificate had been working more than 1 month onboard the 

ship prior to the incident. He was familiar with the Tanjung Emas Port as it was not his first 

time of his visit to Semarang. 

The Chief Engineer (CE) had been working for more than 7 months onboard the ship. At the 

first time the CE onboard, the CE had undertaken a familiarisation about the engines and 

surrounding. Prior to work onboard the Soul Of Luck, the CE had worked on the other container 

ships. 

I.5. THE REGULATION OF PILOTAGE AND TOWING 

The Indonesian regulation regarding the pilotage is currently under the Ministerial Regulation 

by the Minister of Transportation No 57 Year 2015 on Pilotage and Towing. The regulation has 

enacted several substantial matters regarding the pilotage waters, pilot boarding ground, Pilot, 

pilotage and towing services and authorisation of those services as well as supervision and 

evaluation of pilotage services. 

The article 46 and 47 of the ministerial regulation above-mentioned stipulate a few points 

regarding the oversight of the pilotage services. The local Harbour Master should undertake 

this function. The article 46 requires the local Harbour Master to establish a set of system and 
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procedure of services of pilotage and towing. Further, the article 47 enables the local Harbour 

Master to appoint someone or some people to undertake the function of oversight subject to 

the rules of the Directorate General of Sea Transportation (DGST), Ministry of Transportation. 

The Article 48 of the ministerial regulation stipulates several points regarding the evaluation. 

First, there are two types of the evaluation, particularly periodical and authorised evaluation. 

The periodical evaluation should be undertaken by local Harbour Master together with Port 

Authority every six months. This evaluation should include the safety and services of pilotage 

and towing. Whereas, the authorised evaluation means an evaluation undertakes by the 

DGST. The article also mentions that the DGST should set up detailed rules in regards to the 

details of evaluation of minimum standard of pilotage and towing services. 

The unofficial translation of aspects that should be included in the periodical evaluation are as 

follows. 

a. Compliance and conformity of permits/certifications of navigation equipment and 

pilotage. 

b. Human Resources. 

c. Performance of pilotage and towing services. 

d. Fulfilment of performance standards of pilotage and towing services. 

e. Payment of tax. 

f. Consistency of monthly reports and data. 

I.6. TANJUNG EMAS PORT ON INDONESIAN NAUTICAL CHART 

The anchorage areas in Semarang Waters had been enacted in the Ministerial Decree of the 

Minister of Transportation No KP 475 Year 2015 on Determination of Marine Channel, Routing 

System, Navigational Regulations and Anchorage Areas in Tanjung Emas Semarang. This 

ministerial decree later was quoted in the Official Regulation by the Harbour Master of Tanjung 

Emas No KP.105/06/07/KSOP.Tg.Emas-16 on Procedures of Pilotage, especially the 

important points related to the marine traffic in Semarang waters. For example, the Pilot 

Boarding Ground, Pilotage Waters and anchorage areas. 

The Indonesian Nautical Chart No 91 issued in 2019 has covered the anchorage areas and 

the PBG in Semarang waters. The chart showed two maps in one page, specifically the 

Channel on the left side which has the anchorage areas and the PBG. Whereas, the area of 

Tanjung Emas Port was located on the right side with the lack of features as on the left, but in 

the zoom-in scale. Both maps have provided navigational features, for instance the 

navigational buoys and the break water. 
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Figure I-20: The Indonesian Nautical Chart No 91 

I.7. TANJUNG EMAS PILOTAGE SERVICES 

Referring to the Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of Transportation No 18 Year 2013 on 

Master Plan of Tanjung Emas Port (formerly named Semarang Port) and the Ministerial Decree 

by the Minister of Transportation No KP. 475 Year 2015 on Regulations of Determination of 

Channel, Routing System, Navigational and Anchorage Areas in Tanjung Emas Semarang, 

Semarang waters is categorised as Class I mandatory pilotage area. Therefore, all ships with 

500 GT or above —either inbound, outbound or shifting in the channel or basin— should be 

assisted by a Pilot. Tug boats are usually needed to assist the ship movement. 

The Directorate General of Sea Transportation, Ministry of Transportation defined channel 

specification and port basin area in the Tanjung Emas Port area. The Channel of Tanjung 

Emas has an average width and depth of 175 m and -9 mlws6, respectively. Port basin of 5.6 

hectare in Tanjung Emas Port is a vital need for berthing and shifting ships. Referring to the 

Ministerial Decree by the Minister of Transportation No KP 475/2015, the width of the Channel 

of Tanjung Emas was 100 m. The maximum length of the ship to be able visiting the port –

based on the 2012 master plan– was 89 m. 

In providing the towing and pilotage services, there were two companies involved. The PT 

Pelabuhan Indonesia III (Persero) Branch of Tanjung Emas (Pelindo Tanjung Emas/PTE) 

                                                      
6 The height of mean low water springs (mlws) is the average throughout a year of the heights of two 

successive low waters during those periods of 24 hours (approximately once a fortnight) when the range 

of the tide is greatest. 
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provided the Pilots7, while PT Pelindo Marine Service (PMS) provided the tug boat(s), pilot 

boat as well as the tug crew. 

I.7.1. Vessel Administration System 

The vessel services in Indonesian ports consists of two systems, specifically Inaportnet and 

Vessel Administration System and Automation (VASA). The Inaportnet is a system developed 

by the headquarters regulator to provide the information about ship scheduling (berthing, 

sailing, clearance), electronic manifest, terminal services payment and cargo management 

system (cargo scheduling and tracking). However, due to the Inaportnet was available for 

Tanjung Priok Port, Jakarta only, the vessel administration system in the PTE relied on the 

VASA system only. 

The VASA is the vessel services application developed by PT Pelabuhan Indonesia III. The 

system applied in all Pelindo III’s ports, including at the PTE. The services which covered by 

VASA are pilot, tug boat, administration, towing and water. Further, the system bound the PTE 

and PMS in delivering services, such as piloting, un/berthing and un/loading the containers. 

VASA is planned to deliver a standard practice from the service providers to users in the scope 

of plan, document and execute the services. 

Based on the information from the VASA manual, the VASA system enables the real time and 

integrated monitoring system. AIS monitoring, for example, is planned to detect and control 

vessels in Semarang waters. The system also allows the Portable Pilot Unit (PPU) to present 

the information about the administration as well as information regarding weather and 

navigational information in the channel. 

The flow of the service begins from request(s) as well as pertinent documents which should 

be submitted by a ship agent to the VASA system. The submission should be no less than 24 

hours before the intended berthing time. This was required by the Ministerial Regulation by the 

Minister of Transportation No 15 Year 2016 on State Revenues Other Than Tax. Eventually, 

the VASA officers verify those documents, ship specification, cargo type, the preferred time 

and the availability of berthing location as well as additional services needed by the vessel. 

Afterwards, the PTE, PMS, ship agent and all related stakeholders undertake a pre-operational 

meeting (initial briefing) to create an agreement on a ship shifting plan. The results of the 

meeting will be adjusted into an invoice based on the services required. The next step will be 

proceeded after the invoice has been paid. 

The next phase is scheduling the resources and equipment, including vessels, trucks and 

cranes. The PTE allocates a Pilot, while the PMS appoints tug(s) including the crew and a pilot 

boat through the VASA. The schedule of a ship, in general, depends on the availability of the 

space on the wharf and the number of ships handled by a Pilot. 

Prior to the assisting of the ship, there will be a technical meeting. All technical and detailed 

plans, including equipment involved, will be discussed. This meeting will be conducted together 

with the meeting of the loading/unloading plan. The operation with regards the timing will also 

be discussed to aim for the efficient, but safest pilotage services. 

The communication amongst the Pilot and crew of tug as well as the Pilot Station officer would 

be either on the Channel 12 or 14 via the Very High Frequency (VHF) radio. 

                                                      
7 The Decree of Minister of Transportation No KP.603 Year 2012 on Permit for PT Pelabuhan Indonesia 

to Provide Pilotage Service. 
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I.7.2. Pilot 

The PTE had 7 Pilots to support the pilotage activities. They ran the work in shift groups. One 

group has a 12-hour work time. There were no differences between a Pilot who assists a ship 

within the basin or in the outer basin/channel. 

In the operational aspect, the Pilot is working for the PTE. However, the supervision, education, 

development and responsibility of the Pilots fall under the Directorate General of Sea 

Transportation (DGST), Ministry of Transportation. Based on this system, the Pilots are 

required to take a refreshment program every three years. The PTE provides supporting 

matters, such as systems and devices (for instance the Portable Pilot Unit/PPU) which can 

enhance the quality and safety of the pilotage service. 

The Pilot who assisted the Soul Of Luck had been working as the Pilot in Semarang waters for 

nearly 1 year. Previously, the Pilot worked in Kotabaru, Province of South Kalimantan on the 

same occupation and then moved to Semarang, Province of Central Java. At the first time he 

joined in the PTE as a Pilot, he engaged in a familiarisation program. The Pilot who held 

certificates of Pilot Class II8 and certificate of competency of Deck Officer Class III was the 

most senior Pilot amongst all Pilots in the PTE. The certificate of the Pilot was applicable to 

assist the ship which the length less than 200 m. The Pilot had no issues in communication in 

English either with domestic or foreign ship crew. 

I.7.2.1. Standard Operational Procedure of Berthing 

The main regulation of standard operational procedure regarding services of tug boat and crew 

in Indonesia is the Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of Transportation No 57 Year 2015 

on Pilotage and Towing which emphasises all of those duties related to the assisted ship. 

Accordingly, the Pilot had jobs as follows. 

a. coordinate with the ships surrounding, Pilot Station /VTS; 

b. report to the Pilot Station officer about obstruction in the channel and improper 

condition of navigational equipment; 

c. pay attention to possibility of marine pollution from a ship; 

d. report about the risks of chain and anchor in the channel; 

e. wear the uniform, emblem and safety gear; 

f. help the Master to comply with local regulations; 

g. report to the Pilot Station officer if the Master takes a decision out of the Pilot’s 

suggestion or hampers the Pilot’s works; and 

h. report to the Pilot Station officer if the Master is unable to show a valid ship insurance 

policy. 

Underneath the minister regulation, the Ministerial Regulation by the Harbour Master of 

Tanjung Emas No KP.105/06/07/KSOP.Tg.Emas-16 on Procedures of Pilotage dated 20 

December 2016 has detailed the regulation into a procedure by adding some local contents. 

Based on it (deemed as the reference of standard operational procedure), the Pilot had duties 

to: 

a. ensure the safety of ship movement, prevent and overcome a marine pollution as well 

as enforce the law on behalf of local Harbour Master; 

b. assist the Master; 

c. provide information needed by the Master; 

                                                      
8 Other than Pilot Class II, there are Class I and High Seas Class for Pilot level.  
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d. fulfil the Master’s request to take over the control of ship in outbound or inbound; 

e. know the depth of pilotage waters; 

f. ensure the completeness of required documents issued by the local Harbour Master; 

and 

g. report to the Pilot Station officer in regards to the hazards, changes of channel, ships 

or port facilities within pilotage waters. 

Later, the local Harbour Master regulation was converted into an operational procedure made 

by the PTE. The PTE issued the operational procedure in regards to the preparation and ship 

berthing service in Indonesian language. This procedure in the internal company named as 

“work instruction”, “quality pocedure”, “system and procedure” and “procedure”. 

There were some procedures related to berthing a ship. The Procedure dated 1 August 2018 

No P-FLEET-01 on Prosedur Pengoperasian Kapal Pandu dan Tunda (Procedure of operation 

of Pilot Boat and Tug Boat) was for crew of tug boat and pilot boat as well as Pilots. Another 

procedure dated 23 May 2017 No P – MT – OPS – 21 on Persiapan dan Pelayanan 

Penyandaran Kapal (Quality Procedure of Preparation and Delivering Services of Berthing of 

Ship) was for the other employees work in loading/unloading and un/berthing of vessel. 

The unofficial translation of summary of procedure of P-FLEET-01 is as follows. 

5.1.1. Before the Operation of Tug Boat 

1. The master of tug boat should ensure the contract documents with the customer, 

understand the risks and health-and-safety, acknowledge the status of assisted 

vessel regarding the compliance to the national legislation, ensure the tug boat is 

in a good order and well maintained and understand the communication system 

with the customer, including the reporting system of results of works. 

2. To prepare the VASA application on the mobile/tablet and ensure the battery is 

always sufficient. 

3. To undertake a tool box meeting at the beginning of shift work. 

5.1.2. Whilst the Operation of Tug Boat 

1. The crew of assisted vessel receives the order from Pilot Station via VHF radio 

channel 12 or 14. 

2. The crew of tug boat prepare the operation, such as announcement using public 

addressor, preparing the engines and navigation equipment as well as to don 

personal protective equipment (PPE). 

3. To ensure the tug boat is free from any obstacles. 

4. To coorndiate with Pilot or Master of assisted vessel. 

5. To receive the mooring line from the assisted vessel and maintain the speed less 

than 5 knots. 

6. To coordinate with Pilot or Master of assisted vessel if there is an unsafe condition. 

7. To report accident to the fleet department. 

8. The crew of tug boat to make a report to the Pilot Station after the service is 

completed. 

9. The crew of tug boat to fill in the Daily Operational Report and Deck and Engine 

Log Books. 

10. To come back to the tug boat jetty. 

11. To communicate the engine crew when the service is completed. 
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In terms of the tool box meeting, the meeting then documented into a report. Based on a few 

reports of tool box meeting, the meeting should discuss several matters, the examples are as 

follows. 

a. The use of fire extinguisher. 

b. To work safely, to put the safety and security as the priority. 

c. To maintain the equipment of the vessel. 

d. Planning of weekly works. 

e. Demonstration of using the PPE. 

f. Dissemination of results of monthly meeting. 

The local Harbour Master regulation instructed all Pilots to berth the vessel in bow out (heading 

north) position. As a consequence, all inbound vessels should be turned in the basin before 

berthing. In a difficult situation, a vessel is allowed to be berthed in the opposite position, 

subject to the permit from the local Harbour Master. 

Based on the explanation from the Pilot, generally, there were two types of berthing practised 

by Pilots in Tanjung Emas area, namely direct and indirect as shown in the Figure I-21. The 

direct method meant turning the assisted ship in turning to port near the targeted port. This 

option was commonly practised because it allowed the Pilots to finish the berthing works in a 

shorter time than in another way. The Investigation Team found that most of the witness who 

worked in the Container Port territory admitted that most Pilots applied this method. 

 

Figure I-21: The direct (blue) and indirect (brown) methods 

Otherwise, the indirect method was by turning the assisted ship to port in the middle of the 

basin of the Container Port. This method was less favoured by the Pilots as it took longer time 

to be completed. Based on the Pilots’ experience, the indirect method was only applied for 

cruise ships which their sizes are larger than Soul Of Luck. When this method was applied, 

most ships surrounding the basin should be cleared to enable a cruise ship manoeuvre safely. 

Prior to the incident, the Pilot intended to berth the Soul Of Luck in the direct method. The Pilot 

would order to turn the Soul Of Luck to port when the ship was approximately close to the 

gantry No 03. 
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I.7.3. Tug Boat and Crew 

I.7.3.1. Tug Boat 

The Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of Transportation No 57 Year 2015 on Pilotage and 

Towing defined the minimum standard of tug boats engaged in towing operation. The number 

of tugs and the total power depend on the length of the serviced-ship size. 

At the time of accident, there were 3 tug boats owned and operated by the PMS. The two tug 

boats engaged in berthing of the Soul Of Luck were Jayanegara 201 (2 × 1,000 HP) and 

Jayanegara 304 (2 × 1,500 HP). Other than those, tug boat Anoman IV (2×1,000HP) was ready 

to be deployed from its berthing place when called upon (see Figure I-2). 

Table I-1: The minimum standards of tug boats 

Length of 

ship 

Number of 

tug boat(s) 

Minimum tug 

boat(s)’s power 

(in total) 

Minimum bollard 

pull power 

(in total) 

70 – 150 m 1 2,000 HP9 24 tons 

150 – 250 m 2 6,000 HP 65 tons 

> 250 m 3 11,000 HP 125 tons 

 

In regards to the number of tug boats used in a towing operation, ship agent can make a special 

request. Upon the submission and making a request into the VASA system, the ship agent 

could select the number of desired tug boats. 

I.7.3.2. Standard Operational Procedure of Towing 

The PMS was responsible for the operation of the tug boat and pilot boat. The document which 

was the revision No 2 issued in June 2019 regulated how the involved stakeholders should 

act. For example, the crew of the tug boat and pilot boat, including the Masters on both boats. 

The aspects demanded by the procedure of tug boat and pilot boat operation were as follows. 

a. preparation works prior to launch a tug boat to assist a ship; 

b. wearing personal protective equipment; 

c. ensuring safety surrounding the tug boats; 

d. the maximum speed of making fast the tug line (5 knots); 

e. an accident or near miss report (if any); 

f. a daily operation log; and 

g. report to the Operation Department. 

The procedure required all accidents (incidents) and potential risks to be reported and 

documented. To enable this, a template of the minutes of the event (based on the article No 

5.1.2.7 in the PMS’ SOP) had been provided to record the incident of Soul Of Luck. 

                                                      
9 Metric horsepower (approximately 735.5 W). 
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I.7.4. Pre-Berthing Briefing 

The briefing amongst the Pilot, crew members of tug boats and crew members of pilot boats 

prior to the arrival of a ship is extremely important. The briefing would discuss the detail plan 

of how the berthing of a ship. 

In the practical level, the meeting was called the Toolbox Meeting (refer to the term in the 

procedure manual). It was usually undertaken amongst the tug boats crew to discuss safety 

matters in details. For example, the use of fire extinguishers and personal protective 

equipment, cautiousness at work, maintenance of vessel equipment, weekly plan of work and 

dissemination of results of monthly meeting. However, the investigation team could not 

corroborate the documentation of pre-berthing meeting which discussed the details of 

un/berthing activities. 

I.8. WEATHER INFORMATION 

The Investigation Team acquired the weather information from the Headquarters of 

Meteorological, Climatological, and Geophysical Agency (BMKG). The information comprised 

of the wind, wave and current. There was neither rain nor fog at the accident time. The visibility 

was around 9 km. 

 

Figure I-22: The wind direction on 14 July 2019 

From the weather information, it was known that the wind blew towards the Tanjung Emas Port 

with the strength of between 4-12 knots within period of 16.00–19.00 LT of the incident day. 

The wind direction was north-east, whereas the motion of the Soul Of Luck right before the 

allision was towards the east. 

However, the precise wave condition in the basin was not known because the Tanjung Emas 

Port basin was protected by its break water. 

I.9. MENTAL MODELS 

A mental model is described as “the mechanisms whereby humans are able to generate 

descriptions of system purpose and form, explanations of system functioning and observed 

system states, and predictions of future system states” (Rouse & Morris, 1986). In a simple 

definition, it is a perception of someone towards the objects, activities or conditions based on 

the knowledge, observation and experience (Langan-Fox et al., 2004). This term was first used 

in 1943 by Kenneth Craik. Someone’s assumption is built based on the knowledge and 
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experience of all five senses. Therefore, the way of thinking about an object or situation of 

each person is most likely different each other. Further, a mental model of the two people 

would be different due to the differences in culture. 

The mental model defines how someone carries out a deed based on their knowledge and 

experience (Gentner, 2014). The deed, as derived from the mental model, would be different 

for each individual. Further, the decision taken by someone would be based on what is in the 

mind, particularly when there was no guidance or when the guide has been ignored in particular 

situations. 

Mental model also covers how someone expects other people to react (Castellan et al., 2013). 

This behaviour becomes critical when the expectation or action involves more people, e.g. in 

a team. In terms of the seamanship, this cooperation is called the Bridge Resource 

Management (BRM). To eliminate an incorrect perception, a briefing and debriefing are 

prominent need to ensure that the plan is running on the track. Through the briefing sessions, 

the expectation and information would be conveyed by the members and later become a 

shared mental model (Imset & ØvergÁrd, 2017) otherwise known as consensus. This has been 

pointed out by a study which found that human interaction is a dominant factor in shaping a 

unified understanding (Lynam et al., 2012). Without the team mental model (TMM), there will 

be inconsistent perspectives about how to solve a problem. 

The highest advantage of the briefing is eliminating incorrect mental models in preventing an 

accident. An accident might be a result of a dyad partnership coincidentally with similar 

improper mental models (Badke-Schaub et al., 2007). The TMM amongst a team comprised 

of more people, is likely to allow the member to make a correction of a wrong-doing act. 

Moreover, when all members have the same familiar tasks and basic knowledge, it is supposed 

to enable an improvement of discipline of works or appropriate responses. 

In a research, the incorrect mental models can occur in all level of intellects, even the well-

educated people (Fischhoff et al., 1993). In more complex situations, the mental models would 

deterioriate the situation when it is followed by the inaccurate assessment. 

I.10. PROCEDURES AND QUALITY OF WORKS 

A standard operating procedure (SOP) is a set of written instructions on how to perform 

activities in a standard method (Presentationeze, 2014). The advantage of an SOP is the 

consistent work with minimum error, so that the output would be a homogeneous result. 

Another benefit of the SOP is to allow the tasks and procedures to be reviewed on another day 

as tasks and responses are documented. Cole (1999) stated, “document what you do, do what 

you document, and verify that you are doing it”. It clearly indicates that a written action is an 

important part of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) work. 

Another important function of the SOP is implementing a change in a system. When employees 

are asked to carry out their duties in a different way, a comparison between before and after 

the adjustment method would be shown in a measurable way (De Treville et al., 2005). Hence, 

the management level would be able to decide whether the improvement is feasible enough 

to be adopted or to revert the system back to the previous procedures. 
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Figure I-23: The illustration of relation between ISO 9000 series and standard procedures 

The characters of the SOP –in general– are clear, concise, instructional, logical and 

measurable. Clear means the procedure is able to guide a worker to do an activity step by 

step. All steps should be done by unified interpretations. When workers are doing with different 

results and unacceptable types of results, the SOP shows unclear instructions. The concise 

means the sentences written in the document should be as little as possible, but does not 

change the meaning of the sentences. Accordingly, worthless phrases are undesirable in the 

SOP. The most active verbs in the SOP should be an instruction, instead of describing or 

reporting. Indeed, the instruction has to be within a logical thinking to ensure the documents 

are applicable. Similarly, the activities in the SOP should be measurable for analytical 

purposes. 

The ISO is a world class benchmark of quality and international standard. The ISO 9000 series 

(ISO 9001, ISO 9002, and ISO 9003) is the most widely adopted by many organisations, 

including in the marine industry (Thompson et al., 2008). One of purposes is to develop a 

standard for works within the organisation to enhance the productivity (Tamayo-Torres et al., 

2014) and performance (Gotzamani & Tsiotras, 2001). 

However, the quality of management still has a flaw which contributes in human factor. A study 

found that employees felt that inadequate procedure is one substantial issue, beside the 

training and relationships (Daud et al., 2012). The most frequent element which fails to bring 

the company better service is the SOP itself. Inadequate procedure might be a result of 

improper aim of the SOP, such as to gain an ISO certificate, instead of ensuring that the 

processes are on track. Sampaio, Saraiva and Monteiro (2012) and Francisco (2012) 

suggested that many companies would have increased benefits if influenced by the ISO 

certification. Also, when the SOPs as the requirement to acquire the ISO certificate are 

understandable by the creator only –commonly the Human Resource Development Division– 

the users or doers of the SOPs find difficulties to follow the instructions. 
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II. ANALYSIS 

The analysis carried out in this report is based on the evidence taken by the Investigation Team 

from the witness interview, Soul Of Luck’s Simplified Voyage Data Recorder (SVDR), 

Semarang VTS Station, ship’s documents as well as pilotage related documents. Some 

government regulations were also elaborated in this chapter. Apart from the direct causal 

factors, this chapter will also discuss about the importance of the other safety issues which are 

considered as substantial matters. The KNKT’s analysis is solely made to enhance the safety 

of marine transport by issuing safety recommendations referring to the analysis chapter. 

Scrutinising the causes of the accident, the weather issues and the incident of broken of tug 

line did not pose as as the root causes. The influence of weather was not confirmed by the 

alteration of Soul Of Luck’s heading when she was in the channel, either whilst her engine 

power was active or inactive. The tug line incident occurred after the allision occurred which 

made it had no correlation as the factor in this accident. 

II.1. ENGINE CONTROL MALFUNCTION 

II.1.1. The Causal Factor of Engine Control Malfunction 

The engine crew acknowledged that the engine could not run astern whilst the Soul Of Luck 

was approaching the shore. The crew manually started the engine multiple times which brought 

the same result. Therefore, the ship continuously moved forward. The situation was 

unpredicted by all individuals onboard. The engine crew, at the time, did not know what 

happened after the Soul Of Luck turned to the port towards the shore. 

The witness interview also confirmed that the valve was broken in the pneumatic system. This 

part was responsible to deliver the air to control the engine. The failure of this part meant the 

engine could not be controlledas intended by the engine crew. 

 

Figure II-1: The panel controls in the engine room (a); the engine control (b); the pneumatic 

valves 

The investigation team already inspected the broken part and found that the valve had a broken 

element, specifically the brass and rubber ring seals. There were some scratches on the 

surface of them. First possible cause is that there was some dirt contained in the pneumatic 

air system which was pushed by high pressure air for a long time. Another possible cause is 

an improper external pressure in a wrong method whilst opening the ring seals. Nonetheless, 

the absence of the pneumatic valve maintenance has disabled the effort to figure out the issue 

further. 

The defects on those parts further created an air pressure leak which caused the engine 

system to malfunction. This is why the engine crew failed to activate the main engine in astern 
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mode, despite some attempts had been made. None of the trial made a positive result. Taking 

into account the function of the rings, the valve system should be airtight at a certain bar of the 

working pressure. 

 

Figure II-2: The broken rubber ring in the pneumatic valve (orange circle, left) and the broken 

brass ring (right) 

II.1.2. Maintenance of Pneumatic 

The investigation team could not retrieve any records related to the broken parts. The 

replacement of the pneumatic valve was unknown and it was predicted occurred before all 

engine crew went onboard the Soul Of Luck. Thus, the performance of the valve was not 

recorded in details as the main engine performance. 

 

Figure II-3: The close-up view of broken rubber and brass parts 

In addition, there was no specific requirement about maintenance of the pneumatic valve. 

Refer to the engine crew, the engine procedure did not mention about this specific part.  

Based on the scope of class survey described on NK’s Rules for The Survey and Construction 

of Steel Ships — Part D Machinery Installations (Nippon Kaiji Kyokai, 2020), the pneumatic 

system was not involved in any types survey of engine performance. Neither annual, 

intermediate nor special survey listed the detail performance of the pneumatic system in the 

surveyor works. Likewise, the The International Association of Classification Societies (IACS) 
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also has issued a guidance of engine survey on Hull, Structure, Equipment and Machinery 

Surveys of Mobile Offshore Drilling Units. None of the survey types include the spcific item of 

pneumatic system in the list of work. Therefore, the classification surveyors’ works were limited 

to the engine performance in a whole unit, not in a particular to assess the pneumatic valve 

condition. 

The investigation team has had obtained an explanation from the engine maker company 

regarding the recommended practice of maintenance of the pneumatic valve. Renewing non-

metallic parts and O-rings in the various valves every second year is strongly suggested 

without waiting until undesired symptoms appear. The engine maker also has recommended 

that the functioning of the system is checked regularly, by testing under controllable conditions, 

and that the components are overhauled preferably every two years and at least every five 

years. 

Checking of the functioning can be carried out while the engine is not running, based upon the 

supply of starting air only. If the engine control mode is switched to engine-side control position, 

the influence of the governor, the engine room console, and the bridge control is eliminated. 

In this engine-side control mode, the starting, stopping and reversing will solely depend on the 

functioning of the components mounted on the engine itself. Subsequently, the control mode 

is to be switched to the engine room console and, finally, to the bridge control, where the 

checks should be repeated and confirmed at each step. If such checks are carried out routinely, 

failing functions will quickly be detected, and faulty components more easily located. 

There is a risk that some of the valves may suffer from a damage, such as corrosion attack or 

dirty air due to some reasons. The problem is that such defects are seldom discovered until 

the occurrence of a failure. For this reason, and in order to avoid delays, the engine maker 

company recommended that thevessel should carry a spare component, complete, for each of 

the identical valve types.  

On a ship, the main engine —as well as all components related to the main engine 

performance— is a substantial matter. Therefore, the small parts in which the engine 

performance is depending on them are categorised as critical items that should be treated as 

priority in the Planned Maintenance System by the internal (ship crew). The company should 

encourage the ship crew to ensure the plan works effectively, particularly for the pneumatic 

system, instead of relying on the state and class survey. 

Amongst the options of the maintenance method, the reactive maintenance should be kept 

away for the critical parts. In the other words, the maintenance of those parts would be useless 

if it is carried out after a failure happens. Not to mention, when a reactive maintenance method 

was selected for critical matters, the costs emerge after a failure happens needs to be consider. 

At this stage, there is a need to change the maintenance method for the broken parts from 

reactive to another method which is more advance, other than reactive. 

Because the broken parts are critical elements, the Planned Maintenance System should 

include some specific circumstances for a review and revision. The failure record which did not 

show any symptoms before should be deemed as a serious situation which could occur 

suddenly, particularly in critical situation. Another matter is the record of the substantial parts 

which engine performance closely related to them. As there was incomplete record system, 

the need to escalate the maintenance from reactive to preventive —or a better one— is a must. 
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II.2. DEALING WITH DIFFICULT SITUATION 

II.2.1. Solving the Engine Control Issue 

When the engine telegraph on the bridge was positioned to astern, the engine crew responded 

the engine telegraph in the engine control room to astern and then positioned the engine 

handle to astern. However, the Soul Of Luck’s engine did not respond to astern. Dealing with 

this, the engine crew took several attempts to address the issue. 

The engine crew asked the permission to the Master to test the engine. Although the engine 

could run for ahead several times, the engine still did not work for astern. This was witnessed 

by some crew of tug boats that they saw the wakes emerged by Soul Of Luck’s propellers. 

Some actions took by the ship crew above-mentioned were appropriate subject to the checklist 

of engine failure onboard the ship. The Chief Engineer informed the Master about the occuring 

situation. The Chief Engineer also made some attempts to figure out the issue on the main 

engine, despite it was unsuccessful. At the same time, the Master also told about it to the Pilot 

and then the critical situation was broadcasted to the surrounding ships. 

However, the checklist of engine control failure did not exist at the time. Therefore, the actions 

took by the engine crew was based on the available one, which was the checklist of engine 

failure. Even though this type of failure rarely occurs, the impact on the surrounding —

particularly when the vessel was in a limited waters and/or close to the other objects— should 

be covered by the SMS Manual. Further, the crew of the Soul Of Luck in both deck and engine 

division would be more familiar about how to deal with the similar situation. 

In addition, since the location of the ship was too close to the port, the other actions could not 

be taken. There was no time for them to disambleand replace suspected parts or further efforts. 

The time was only available for them to take any shortest and most effective actions to reduce 

the impact of collision. A reference from a Notice to Shipping (Panama Canal 2020) on 

Navigation Bridge Features Required of Transiting Vessels — Main Propulsion Systems 

suggested to switch the control to the engine side should the remote control at the bridge and 

ECR had no effect. However, the effort to control the engine from the local position had no 

place to be done in that limited time. In addition, it took a special knowledge about the main 

engine of Soul Of Luck. Also, the knowledge of the manual control of the main engine was 

insufficient if there was no training in switching from the business as usual into fully manual 

control. 

II.2.2. Altering the Heading 

The reaction to deal with the engine control failure was also taken by the Pilot. By that time, 

there was only one tug boat fastened to the Soul Of Luck, which was Jayanegara 201. 

Realising the situation, the Pilot asked the Jayanegara 304 to push the fore port side of Soul 

Of Luck. Considering the distance between the Soul Of Luck and Kanway Galaxy, which was 

only around 0.1 NM, and the engine of the Soul Of Luck was still having an issue, the action 

was the most appropriate to undertake at the moment. 

When the Jayanegara 304 was asked to push the Soul Of Luck, the Master of the Jayanegara 

304 informed the Pilot that the Jayanegara 304 was at her maximum power at 1,000 rpm. At 

this situation, the 1,000-rpm meant that the Jayanegara 304 engaged her power around 62% 

of her maximum power. 

However, the engine of the Jayanegara 304 could not reach her maximum power due to 

several reasons. The speed of the Soul Of Luck whilst approaching the wharf as well as the 
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contact angle between the Jayanegara 304 and the Soul of Luck made the Jayanegara 304 

had to share her power to follow the movement of the Soul Of Luck and to push Soul Of Luck. 

Based on the assessment of the Master of the Jayanegara 304, the engine speed of the 

Jayanegara 304 could not be increased until her maximum power because of the vibration and 

impact risks on the engine. This was expressed several times by him to the Pilot that the engine 

speed of Jayanegara 304 had already reached 1,000 rpm. 

In addition, the other risks were waiting in that particular situation. Should Soul Of Luckwas 

successfully pushed by the Jayanegara 304, she might proceed the movement towards the 

other vessels. The Ceria 8 would be the first which hit by Soul Of Luck. This could make Ceria 

8 suffered. Another possible was the multiple allision. After the Ceria 8 was hit by the Soul Of 

Luck, the Ceria 8 might be continuously pushed towards a bigger risk. There was the Heng 

Xin, the fuel cargo vessel. 

II.2.3. The Use of Bow Thruster 

In this accident, there was no action to use the bow thruster. Even though the Master of Soul 

Of Luck told the Pilot about the condition of bow thruster was ready in operation, the thruster 

was not used to prevent the allision due to some reasons. 

First, the use of tug boats. This was based on the common practice that the tug boats always 

assist the vessel in un/berthing operation. When the tug boats are towing the vessel, the use 

of bow thruster would be impractical or even gives a dangerous impact on both tug boat and 

the vessel itself.  

Second, the speed of Soul Of Luck was relatively unacceptable in using the bow thruster. The 

speed of Soul Of Luck was above 3 knots until she hit the gantry crane. Even though the bow 

thruster was used prior to the allision, this would give no effect on the heading. In the other 

words, the only chance to use the bow thruster effectively was only after the allision. 

Should her bow thruster be in operation after she collided the gantry crane, the benefit might 

be on the other vessels, instead on the gantry. Ceria 8 and Heng Xin, perhaps, would be free 

from contact with the Soul Of Luck. 

Third, the timing between the engine control known malfunction in the first place and the allision 

was insufficient for the ship crew to prepare the thruster. At the time, the engine crew were 

busy in understanding the factor of the engine issue. At the same time, the deck crew also 

were focusing on handling the vessel. 

II.2.4. The Use of Anchor 

In an emergency situation, the anchor was expected as a better option in minimising the loss. 

Although the anchor could not stop the vessel completely, keep in mind the main function of 

the anchor, the speed of the Soul Of Luck was believed to slow prior to the collision, only if the 

anchor worked properly. The ATSB (2007) has emphasised the advantage uf using the 

anchor(s) to control the speed and direction, particularly when there is no tug boat to assist. 

To allow the use of anchor in the critical situation, the anchor should be ready for letting go, at 

least whilst she was in the channel on departure. As part of contingency planning, any securing 

arrangement as well as the crew at the forecastle should be kept ready for a command in case 

of emergency (INTERTANKO, 2019). Along the conversation amongst the screw, there was 

no command from the Master of the Soul Of Luck to prepare the anchor. 

However, referring to the initial unspoken plan in which the Soul Of Luck was in the direct 

method, the plan made the anchoring was unworkable. The direct method made all of tug boats 
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to work on the port side of Soul Of Luck which in turn made a prohibition in using the port 

anchor. The Marine Accident Investigation Branch (2001) has stressed the clearance 

surrounding the anchor should the anchor would be released. 

On the other hand, the direct method also automatically made the starboard anchor to be 

avoided as the vessel would berth alongside directly by her starboard side. Should the Soul Of 

Luck was in the indirect method, she would have a chance to drop her starboard anchor, 

subject to the readiness of the crew and her speed. This plan could reduce the speed whilst 

letting let her to ground towards the shallow waters in southern area of the Tanjung Emas Port. 

Another factor made the anchor could not be dropped was the speed. The INTERTANKO also 

reminded the seafarers in the Anchoring Guidelines to maintain the safe speed prior to 

anchoring. The recommended speed to ensure the effectiveness of anchoring is less than one 

knot (Skuld, 2019; ShipsBusiness, 1999, Jassal, 2016 and Pierce & Pierce, 2017). 

Having look back to the speed of Soul Of Luck, the speed less than one knot was reached 

after she was held by Ceria 8 and Heng Xin. Nonetheless, dropping anchor at that speed was 

fruitless because the Soul Of Luck was heading away from Tanjung Emas Port. In addition, 

the tug boats have moved to the starboard side of Soul Of Luck after the allision and collision. 

Therefore, dropping starboard anchor was extremely dangerous for those tugs. Should Soul 

Of Luck dropped off her starboard anchor, this would also create another obstacle for the 

Jayanegara 201 to re-fasten the tug line. 

 

Figure II-4: The position of Jayanegara 201 and Jayanegara 304 on the starboard side of Soul 

Of Luck after the allision and collision 

The use of anchor had been proven ineffective when the vessel was moving not in a very low 

speed. In 2018, a bulk carrier dropped off her anchor in Balikpapan Bay. The vessel’s speed 

was steady, although the anchor chain was tight. Instead, the anchor made a long scar and 

destroyed a subsea pipe installation on the sea bed (Komite Nasional Keselamatan 

Transportasi, 2019). The accident clearly indicated that anchor needs certain speed and space 

to slow down a moving vessel.  

In the Soul Of Luck accident, the space and time did not allow the anchor to be used. Refer to 

the time gap between the engine control failure firstly known and the allision which was only 

around four minutes and the distance to the wharf was too close. Similarly, the speed of vessel, 

also did not allow the anchor to work effectively. 
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Figure II-5: The situation when the engine control malfunction was known in the first place 

II.3. LOSS OF CONTROL 

There were some possible causes of the change of heading of the Soul Of Luck. The change 

then made the Soul Of Luck became closer to the port. From the source of the factors, they 

can be grouped into two types, namely internal and external. Internal involves the command 

and action taken by ship crew as well as the technical matters onboard the ship. External 

means any disturbance which made the heading of Soul Of Luck changed. 

The VDR data confirmed that the change of Soul Of Luck’s heading was not triggered by a 

steering order from neither the Pilot nor the Master. None of them asked the helmsman to 

change the Soul Of Luck to the port. Similarly, there was no engine issue which influenced the 

engine or rudder. Although the Soul Of Luck’s engine did not work for astern, it did not influence 

the heading change. 

The Soul of Luck was a common type of container ship which had single propeller and single 

rudder. This ship type, when was moving ahead, her heading was tending to port. When the 

speed was below the navigable speed, she more tended to port because the rudder is 

ineffective. 

The reduction of her speed initially was intentionally planned. Whilst she was passing the pair 

of buoys No 3 and 4, the engine was positioned to stop engine. Along the time, her speed was 

decreasing until it was below the navigable speed. At this circumstance, the only option to re-

take control of the ship’s movement was either using her own power or the two tugs. However, 

none of them was available. 

At the critical moment, the engine of Soul Of Luck was in trouble. At the same time, both tugs 

were not ready yet. The combination of those factors made Soul Of Luck had no option, save 

trying her own engine several times. 

The weather factor, in terms of wave and wind, did not show as the main factors in the accident. 

The movement data of Soul Of Luck as well as the other ships on the channel justified the 

influence of weather to the ships in the area. 
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Another possible factor of the change of Soul Of Luck’s heading was the tug’s force which 

attached on the port side of the ship, namely, the Jayanegara 201.The changing of the Soul 

Of Luck’s heading began when the Jayanegara 201was moving alongside the Soul Of Luck. 

At that time, the Jayanegara 201’s tug line had been fastened on the Soul Of Luck’s aft port 

bollard.  

Whilst waiting for the Jayanegara 304 to complete its tug line, the Master of Jayanegara 201 

checked his mobile phone for a few minutes. Despite it was not long, considering that the Soul 

Of Luck’s engine was in stop position, it might lead to unintentional drive from the tug onto the 

Soul Of Luck. 

The change of heading was part of the plan in the direct method. Almost all inbound vessels 

were turned in Semarang Port basin, particularly close to their respective ports. The response 

of Pilot and Master of Jayanegara 201 affirmed this practice. They were not panic when the 

change of heading of the Soul Of Luck began in place. The Pilot was aware about it and asked 

the Jayanegara 304 to push the bow of the Soul Of Luck. Similarly, the master of Jayanegara 

201 also was aware the situation and this made him to slightly adjust the heading of 

Jayanegara 201. 

However, the change of heading occurred coincidently with the failure of the engine control. 

This circumstance, further, made the Soul Of Luck’s direction was hard to control. By this 

stage, the contingency plan was needed as the backup when the common practice did not 

show up due to a cricital issue. 

II.4. RISKS AND HAZARDS IN SEMARANG PORT WATERS 

In consideration of the surroundings of Tanjung Emas Port, there were some high risks which 

should be taken into account by all stakeholders. The risks were not only related to the allision 

between a vessel to the gantry, but they could come worse if the safety measures did not work 

at the same time. 

At the southern of the Tanjung Emas Port, there is a port which often receives fuel cargo. Heng 

Xin was one good example. Fuel cargo was notoriously as one of the highest risks in the 

shiping industry. The fire or explosion might happen as a result of an allision with a fuel tanker. 

Across the Tanjung Emas Port, there was a Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) port. This port was 

equipped with supply pipes and shore tanks. To bear in mind that the basin of Tanjung Emas 

Port has a limited width of less than 500 m, not including the navigable waters, this was the 

biggest risk in the area. The impact would not only to the LNG port only, but also be a calamity. 

Despite the Pilot already reminded the Master of Soul Of Luck for not altering to the starboard 

where the LNG port was located, this safety measure could be improved. The speed control 

should be considered as the important consideration in towing a vessel either inbound or 

outbound. To enable this, there should be a research to define the safe speed for each type 

and size of vessel, with also taking in mind the other variables, such as current, wind, weather, 

traffic situation and power of tug boats. 

Another risk control is to define a detail procedure of inbound vessel. The turning of a vessel 

next to port, instead of in the middle of the Semarang Port basin, was safe only if all 

manoeuvring gears were in a good order. Nonetheless, when the usual plan did not work 

properly, the situation needed to be counted on in a set of standard procedures. 
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II.5. REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES 

II.5.1. The Power of Tug Boats 

Referring to the Article 38 of the Ministerial Regulations by the Minister of Transportation No. 

57 Year of 2015 on Pilotage and Towing, a ship’s length which falls between 150 and 250 m 

should be assisted by a minimum of two tugs. In addition, the regulation required that the 

minimum total power of all tugs should equal 6,000 HP. The requirement of minimum power 

and minimum number of tug boats are not substitutable. 

Based on the request, the ship agent’s asked two tug boats. Following up this request, the PTE 

deployed two tug boats with the biggest power available at the time, specifically Jayanegara 

201 and Jayanegara 304. Out of the request, another tug boat, Anoman IV, was on standby at 

the southern of the Tanjung Emas Port. 

There were some reasons that only two tug boats used at the towing operation for Soul Of 

Luck. First, the VASA system did not have a feature to lock the number of tug boats. Therefore, 

the ship agent had an opportunity to choose any number of tug boats. Moreover, this 

circumstance did not appear as checked item in the periodical evaluation by the local Harbour 

Master. 

Second, the use of more than two tug boats in the common practice (direct berthing) did not 

allow the third tug boat on the starboard side. Therefore, all tug boats should be on the port 

side. Despite the PTE could provide the third tug boat, it was impractical. As a result, only two 

tug boats assisted the Soul Of Luck, one at the fore, another at the aft. 

Another issue was regarding the number of tug boats. The Ministerial Regulation by the 

Minister of Transportation No. 57 Year of 2015 did not rule the maximum number of tug boats 

related to the minimum power of tug boats. To illustrate, the article 38 has required that there 

should be tug boats with a total power of not less than 6,000 HP to assist Soul Of Luck. If the 

pilotage services provider only provides 10 tug boats with the power of 600 HP for each, this 

was correct based on that article. On the other hand, those 10 tug boats will not be able to 

assist the Soul Of Luck altogether due to the limitation of push tug areas. 

Notwithstanding the Ministerial Regulation 57/2015 did not rule specifically about the maximum 

number of tug boats, there was an implicit rule regarding the power and maximum number of 

tug boats involved. In the other words, the condition of the assisted vessel (push tug locations) 

has asked clearly the maximum number of tug boats. At the same time, the regulation already 

obligates the minimum power of tug boats. Therefore, there should be maximum two tug boats 

with a total minimum power equals 6,000 HP. This requirement should be listed on the 

evaluation by the regulator. 

Accordingly, the VASA system needs to be enhanced to close the freedom to select the number 

of tug boats. The towing service provider should decide this as the party which knows more 

about the condition of the available of the tug boats compared to the ship agent. 

II.5.2. Standard Operation Procedures 

The Standard Operation Procedure (SOP) on towing and pilotage has been covered in the 

Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of Transportation No 57 Year 2015 on Pilotage and 

Towing. However, that ministerial regulations need some extra works to improve the clarity of 

scope of works. In particular, the detail of oversight and responsible accounts were categorised 

as the urgent to address some issues in the safety aspect. 
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The point g of the Article 46 in that ministerial regulation has asked the local Harbour Master 

to set up system and procedure of services of pilotage and towing. The terms of “system” and 

“procedure” have been accepted as the “SOP” or “procedure”, instead of a set rule. 

The SOPs set by those companies, as a consequence, have uniform names other than SOP. 

Most of the companies are reluctant to call their own procedures as the SOPs. The main reason 

was the confusing term of “procedure” in the article 46 of the Ministerial Regulations 57/2015. 

It was mistakenly understood that the regulator was the only party which has the authority to 

establish as well as to revise its own SOP. This phenomenon had been widely spread and 

accepted in many ports. Accordingly, this has become a barrier for the companies to set up 

the SOP in a proper manner. 

The pilotage and towing services in Indonesia are delivered by profit companies, instead of by 

the regulator. At this point, those companies are the frontliner which should have their own 

SOPs. As they understand their own works, they have more comprehensive understanding 

about their details of works, particularly the safety matters, not the regulator. On the other 

hand, the real SOPs owned by the pilotage service provider showed only a few things as they 

believed that the local Harbour Master’s SOP was sufficient to cover what all Pilots had to do 

in details. 

Some conventions require the frontliners to fully understand the safety regulations via their 

own SOPs. Further, the SOPs should amalgamate the mandatory and non-mandatory rules. 

The application of the procedures should be maintained so that the procedures can be 

embeded into the employees’ works. Without a clear-cut standard the regulations and safety 

norms would be effectively nullified. Otherwise, the noncoherent procedures has been one of 

notorious factors in most incidents and accidents (Horck, 2010).The practice of the local 

Harbour Master setting up the SOP was contrary to the function of the local Harbour Master 

as the regulator. This led to the existing SOP set by the local Harbour Master only ruled about 

basic matters related to the pilotage service, such as ship zones and mandatory pilotage area. 

It did not rule about how to deliver pilotage service in detailed and practical as required by the 

IMO Resolution A.960(23). At this stage, it was unclear whether the SOP of the local Harbour 

Master was a rule or a set of practical guidance (as the real SOP).  

To prevent misunderstanding between procedure and regulation set by the regulator, there 

should be an evaluation regarding the term of “procedure”. As that term has emerged a 

confusing amongst the local regulator, central regulator andport service provider, the term of 

“procedure” should be replaced with something more appropriate. Having described the 

contents of the local Harbour Master’s procedures which more about regulation, the term in 

the Ministerial Regulations 57/2015 should be replaced into something which has the meaning 

of regulation, instead of procedure. The single interpretation, further, will enhance the shape 

of correct mental models about the There are many ways to create clear the procedures, not 

to mention the job descriptions. Most studies have shown similar ways to achieve the 

organisation’s goals. As the minimum, the organisation should have clearly written duties and 

assignments for those duties (Parker, 2007). For the sake of teamwork, the job description 

should be described in details and specific in their work procedures. The clear procedure will 

enable those institutions to work in harmony and at the same time to fill in the gap of service 

procedures in the pilotage service. 

Finally, the clear job descriptions in all procedures enable the safety of service above the 

prestige. This feature is better than only ISO achievement which taken by many companies on 

order to establish a trust from their clients. 

The shifting from ISO oriented to the Zero Accident Vision (ZAV) is currently ongoing in dozens 

of companies in Europe. This vision is based on the assumption that all accidents are 
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preventable. This vision is reflected in the revision of those companies’ strategies. Further, the 

strategies will be derived into safety culture, i.e. evaluation and just culture. 

II.5.3. Compliance Management 

After the legal aspect of procedure has been reformed into the appropriate terms, another task 

is to establish a comprehensive guidance for the Local Harbour master in overseeing the SOPs 

of companies in its working authority. Job description has a substantial in defining scope of 

works in a procedure, particularly the accountable people in a work. 

There was an issue regarding the oversight function as stipulated by the Article 47. The local 

Harbour Master was appointed to undertake this role which means that all SOPs —regardless 

the name in their companies— should be evaluated periodically by the local Harbour Master. 

When there were several issues in the SOP, the local Harbour Master should have asked the 

company to review and revise them. Also, the local Harbour Master should periodically 

evaluate the application of the standard and suggest some feedback to enhance the safety 

system. 

The guidance of evaluation, refer to the Ministerial Regulation 57/2015 will be provided by the 

Director General of Sea Transportation, a head of division under the Minister of Transportation. 

Notwithstanding the article was clear, the guidance of evaluation was not available for public 

at the time of the accident. 

The absence of the guidance later led to the deficient of oversight. This has emerged the top 

level of failure in the safety level (Galieriková, 2019). Based on the periodical evaluation, the 

scope of evaluation was limited to the physical performance of the fleet only, such as safety 

equipment and navigation devices. The evaluation did not touch the company SOP, i.e. 

performance target of pilot, tug crew and port workers.  

In addition, there was no evaluation about the pilotage company’s SOPs. The SOP had some 

signatures of company employees on the cover, but there was neither signature nor stamp of 

the regulator which could inform that the SOPs the contents of the SOP were fully checked. 

This flaw then left the lack of ensuring the safety system. 

This flaw was confirmed by the non-existence of the oversight on the berthing and pilotage 

service practice. In regards to the facility, the local Harbour Master has the authority to evaluate 

all evidence to match the performance needed, for example the in/outbound vessel traffic data 

as well as communication phrases from the Semarang VTS, the implementation information 

exchange based on IMO Resolution A.960(23) as installed on the Pilot Portable Unit (PPU) 

and CCTV footage videos from many points in the port area and tug boats. Those facilities, 

undoubtedly, are the valuable sources to assess the company performance, including those 

involved human resources, not only the devices/tools such as the boats. 

II.5.3.1. Berthing Method 

The definite work of berthing needs to be defined clearly. It would be more effective if the 

bething term was defined from the pre-departure briefing or planning level until evaluation post-

berthing. Nonetheless, the actual briefing called toolbox meeting showed that the realisation 

of it only covered very limited matters regarding the berthing activities. Instead of making a 

breakdown of towing activities with Pilot and crew of the other tugs, most of the topics 

discussed in the meeting were about the safety in the general aspects, such as the use and 

maintain of safety devices and personal protective equipment. Therefore, the shared mental 

model was hard to be achieved. This circumstance has indicated that the oversight of the 

briefing did not work properly. 
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Moreover, all procedures issued by neither local Harbour Master, PTE nor the PMS had clear 

description about how the berthing plan should be done. In the common practice, the briefing 

amongst the Pilot, crew members of tug boats and crew members of pilot boats usually was 

done informally via chat or telephone. Therefore, it was undocumented. 

The direct method awhich has been practiced in long years in the Semarang waters 

undoubtedly has increased risks in the area, particularly in the vicinity of the gas port. There 

were two methods of berthing applied in the Tanjung Emas Port (see Figure I-21). Both 

methods were purely based on common practice, instead of the company procedure.  

First, the direct method was used where the ship would be assisted to approach the shore. 

Right after the ship passed the last pair of buoys, the ship’s heading was turned slightly to port 

side. When the ship’s distance was around 0.1 NM, the ship was turned by the tugs. Finally, 

the ship was pushed towards the east to complete the berthing process which usually takes 

half an hour. 

Second, the indirect method which is the same as the first method, but the curve radius for 

turning would be larger. Also, the turning point was relatively further than the first method which 

meant it would take longer to complete. 

Based on the witness interview, the most common practice was the direct method. The majority 

of the witness’ admitted that they have rarely seen the indirect method as it was only applied 

for very large or cruise ships only. Moreover, the first method allowed the Pilot and tugs’ crew 

to carry out their work in an efficient manner. 

The Pilot admitted that there were no standards of berthing the ship. As a consequence, each 

Pilot would have different ways of berthing. This acknowledgement was confirmed by the 

procedures which did not highlight the details of the berthing process. Although there were two 

procedures applied (the local Harbour Master regulation and the pilotage service company 

procedure), neither of them stated the berthing procedure in detail. 

Other than reactive actions whilst a ship has an issue, the pilotage company should allow at 

least two scenarios in its berthing procedure. The first scenario is usually for a business as 

usual, such berthing. However, the worst-case scenario should also be embedded into the 

SOP of Pilot and tug Masters. Based on this requirement, the safest way to berth a ship is to 

enable a wide clearance between a piloted ship with the port. This will enable adequate time 

and distance just in case a piloted ship had an engine failure, tug line suddenly broken or any 

issue with a tug boat. 

II.5.3.2. Safe Speed 

A safe speed for each vessel type could be assessed by taking into account its minimum 

navigable speed and ability to stop in critical situation. Although the procedures of work for the 

crew of tug boats have mentioned about the threshold of speed (5 knots, regardless the ship 

type and weather situation), this was ineffective to implement in the real work. In the business 

as usual, the vessels come to Tanjung Emas Port vary in size and type. 

As discussed previously, the speed held a substantial role in ensuring the effectiveness of 

efforts to prevent an accident. The less effective of bow thruster and anchor were the examples 

in this case. The evaluation of the safe speed should touch the practice of un/berthing for all 

vessels, not in the container port only.  

The safe speed has been believed by many researchers and practitioners as the main element 

in reducing the risks in a limited waters. The environment of Bering Strait, for example, has 

made the Local Port Authorities to enact some law instruments to regulate the speed of passing 
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vessels (Huntington et al., 2015). The latent risks were not only the collision among the 

vessels, but also the marine pollution which usually costs much more than a collision. Thus, 

there was a strong need to evaluate those matters to derive the minimum navigable speed for 

assisting operations. 

II.5.3.3. Contingency Plan 

Because there is no plan that able to run without any issue, the safety system needs a backup 

plan to overtake malfunction. In the same way, the contingency plan should also be in the list 

of regulator’s evaluation. 

When the evaluation runs correctly, at least the contingency would encompass several 

important matters (Australian Maritime College, 2018). In specific, the allocation of duties 

amongst resources should parallel with the action should be taken were the ciritical points that 

need to be evaluated thoroughly. Otherwise, the insufficient resources could not ensure the 

plan to be carried out smoothly. To ensure this, the effective communication based on the role 

in the emergency situation would be needed. Not only amongst the port workers, but this needs 

to be extended to the external institutions that would be involved in dealing the unexpected 

situation. Not to mention, the procedure should also explain about the monitoring and reporting 

the circumstance. 

The evaluation of contingency plan should cover the availability resources owned by the port 

service provider, for instance the boats, employees and equipment. More than this, the 

assessed procedure should also cover the external parties involved in dealing with a disaster 

or accident. This could be done easily only when the exercise was done in a correct manner. 

At this point, the need to evaluate the procedure of contingency plan needs to oversee the 

implementation level. 

II.5.3.4. Tug Boats 

The evaluation as asked by the Article 37 in the Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of 

Transportation No 57 Year 2015 on Pilotage and Towing ideally touches the implementation 

of performance standard, particularly regarding the number of tug boats used in delivering the 

service. One biggest reason for this circumstance was the lack of detail guidance of the 

evaluation for the regulator in the local harbour or port areas. Looking at the trend of cargo 

vessels which have become bigger than several years ago, there should be an extra caution 

and a deep evaluation in selecting power of tug boats for berthing and unberthing services. 

The Charitable Trust Confidential Hazardous Incident Reporting Programme has raised the 

engine failure as one of serious moment threats in the marine safety. Those voluntary reports 

have involved the failure of main engine to start and associated issues. One measure that can 

be taken into consideration was the engine test witnessed by the Pilot prior to the vessel 

movement (Charitable Trust Confidential Hazardous Incident Reporting Programme, 2019). 

Taking the importance of clarity of evaluation of the SOP in terms of safety of pilotage and 

towing, the guidance of evaluation should be established on the Minister of Transportation 

Regulation. The Legislation Regulation Act No 12 Year 2011, as revised by the Regulation Act 

No 15 Year 2019, clearly states that the lowest regulation in Indonesia which relates to the 

safety of marine transport is at the Minister of Transportation. 

The Director General of Sea Transportation which is under the Minister of Transportation has 

no authority, based on those acts, to regulate external institutions, such as pilotage service or 

shipowner companies. Otherwise, the ministerial regulations have a strong binding and legal 

consequences if they were disobeyed by the pertinent organisations or person(s). 
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Therefore, there was a strong need to evaluate the Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of 

Transportation No 57 Year 2015 on Pilotage and Towing. Some aforementioned aspects are 

waiting to be revised immediately. Should the vagueness been solved, the SOP and its 

evaluation would be carried out in a clear direction. Also, the clear roles for the regulator and 

port service provider would enhance the share of works in terms of marine safety. 

II.6. TEAMWORK 

Situational awareness encompassed the work completed by all human resources onboard all 

ships as well as utilising all available equipment to support bridge crew’s work. Whereas, 

teamwork means how ship crew, Pilot and tugs’ crew work together to accomplish their 

common goal in berthing the Soul Of Luck. 

II.6.1. Situational Awareness 

The investigation team found that the crew members of Soul Of Luck could not ensure the 

readiness of the engine to move astern in berthing process. In the interview, the crew of Soul 

Of Luck acknowledged that the engine test held before departed from Malaysia and found no 

engine issue. 

When the Pilot had been onboard the Soul Of Luck, the conversation between the Pilot and 

Master confirmed that there was no engine issue conveyed by the Master to the Pilot prior to 

the accident. Also, the Master informed a specific ability of bow thruster power to the Pilot. The 

conversation indicated that the Soul Of Luck’s crew did not expect any engine issue. 

Situational awareness means having an accurate understanding of what is happening around 

the ship (the existing condition) and what is likely to happen (hard situation). The situational 

awareness also covers how to cope the unwanted situation based on the existing information 

(Sandhåland et al., 2015). 

In the context of Soul Of Luck accident, this also means that the crew should ensure that the 

engine performance should be ready to be operated without any problem. At the accident, the 

crew were overreliance on the last engine test in the last port. After approached Semarang 

Port waters, the crew did not run the engine test again and directly proceeded to approach as 

per Pilot Station and Pilot information. After the engine was stopped, there was no astern test 

to ensure that the condition of engine was completely fine. 

In consideration of hazards and limited waters in the Semarang Port basin, there should be a 

significant measure to prevent the unexpected situation. One significant attempt that could be 

done was the performance of engine system and supporting systems, particularly the engine 

control system. To undertake this, the whole systems related to engine performance of 

in/outbound vessel should be tested and witnessed by ship crew including the Pilot. This best 

practice has been adopted in the Panama Canal region for all passing vessels (Panama Canal 

Authority, 2020). Otherwise, the vessel owner company which has an objection to undertake 

the procedure should agree to bear all consequences and costs related to unwanted situation 

due to untested vessel. 

Although there was no accident due to malfunction of the steering gear, ensuring the steering 

gear has an equal importance to the systems related to main engine performance. Moreover, 

the time needed to address the issue on the steering gear would not be enough if a vessel has 

a malfunction on the steering gear at the same location where Soul Of Luck was known had 

an engine control issue in the first place. 

The situational awareness was extremely important to ensure the berthing process could run 

safely. There were some risks existed surrounding the Soul Of Luck, such as the other ships 
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–especially for both tanker and LPG carrier–as well as the other port facilities. The absence of 

ensuring the engine readiness reflected the lack of situational awareness since required by the 

STCW, particularly after the Manila amendments in 2010 (Oltedal & Lützhöft, 2018). 

More details, the STCW Code Table A-III/1 on Specification of minimum standard of 

competence for officers in charge of an engineering watch in a manned engine-room or 

designated duty engineers in a periodically unmanned engine-room has stated the situational 

awareness. The tables require the ship crew to be able to apply the situational awareness to 

support the Engine-room Resource Management. 

II.6.2. Task Dependency 

Another factor which was strongly believed contributed the lack of situational awareness was 

the wrong mental model amongst the ship crew towards Pilot Station, Pilot and their roles. The 

interview of the Pilot and Master of Soul Of Luck revealed that each of them had a different 

point of view. The Pilot believed that the Master had more experience because the Master was 

a foreign sailor. This belief was also constructed based on some experience in dealing with 

foreign cruisers. The Masters of some cruise ships were reluctant to give the control to the 

Pilot while manoeuvring near the passenger terminal in Semarang Port. In addition, the Pilot 

knew that it was not the first time the Master of Soul Of Luck had been in Semarang. 

On the contrary, the Master of Soul Of Luck believed that the Pilot knew more about the local 

environment in Tanjung Emas Port. Therefore, the Master counted on the Pilot. Despite the 

Master ordering the crew of Soul Of Luck, the commands were an echoing of the Pilot’s 

request. The Master did not treat the Pilot’s advice as a suggestion. The situation above 

identified the incorrect mental models which occurred in both minds of the Pilot and the Master 

which led to the development of their wrong mental models. 

The relying of each other between the Pilot and Master of Soul Of Luck was worsen by the 

insufficient of briefing. Master of Soul Of Luck decided to enter the channel and pass the Buoy 

No 1 without Pilot onboard. This made a lack of time for undertaking the briefing. Instead of 

asking the ship to wait in the outer of channel, the ship was asked to enter the channel, so the 

Pilot boat and Soul Of Luck met in the middle of the channel. 

In regards the mental models, several studies justified the importance of the briefing in 

minimising the incorrect perspective. In this accident, should the Pilot have discussed about 

the detail plan about berthing, i.e. the turning plan and hazards in the basin area, the Master 

could suggest an additional consideration related to the contingency plan which was none in 

the procedure of pilotage service. 

II.6.3. Contingency Plan 

Another issue appeared in the situational awareness was the lack of the contingency plan. If 

the original plan did not work properly, there should be another plan enforced to cope with 

unwanted circumstances. The contingency plan should be detailed in the procedure to enable 

for uniform implementation. 

In this accident, no contingency plan appeared. When the Soul of Luck’s engine failed, the 

Pilot, ship crew as well as the tugs’ crew did not know what to do, except to alter her heading 

southernly. Though the accidental plan worked in reducing the impact, the absence of the 

contingency plan should be taken into account to enhance the pilotage procedure. 

In the situation of a ship’s engine failure, the Pilot should apply the contingency plan either to 

release the anchor or to push the assisted ship away from hazardous areas to be grounded. 

When it is permitted, the tug boat should assist the ship back to the berthing location. Indeed, 
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this plan could only work when the ship’s speed was reasonably slow, allowing assistance from 

the tugs. Therefore, the company should take the speed into account when setting up the 

contingency plan. 

To reduce negative impact effectively, a third scenario should also be involved. The pilotage 

company could also prepare a spare tug boat with appropriate power. When a tug boat was 

late to depart due to a serious issue, for example, another else could be dispatched 

immediately to handle the service. In this case, another unit of tug boat with adequate power 

stands by at the location of tug boat Anoman IV would be a sufficient option. This will save the 

time and safety in the port area. 

II.7. OTHER SAFETY ISSUES 

II.7.1. Language Barrier 

The teamwork onboard the Soul Of Luck was not optimal due to a language barrier. There 

were three languages used: Indonesian, English and Russian. By having three different 

languages present, this created a barrier amongst the entire crew as they could not understand 

their surroundings and what the commands were. The Pilot could have translated the 

conversation to the Master in Indonesian, however, translating sentences was proven to be 

ineffective as it would take time and could create a misunderstanding or conflicts amongst 

workers. 

The use of specific language has not been determined yet by the national regulation. The 

Ministerial Decree by the Minister of Transportation No KP 475 Year 2015 on Regulations of 

Determination of Marine Channel, Routing System, Navigational and Anchorage Areas in 

Tanjung Emas Semarang has set a language standard for working, specifically English or 

Indonesian. The main point in the regulation was that it was an option (OR) to choose either 

English or Indonesian to communicate. Moreover, there was no local agreement or procedure 

in the Semarang waters to use English in specific works or days. This situation has led most 

of the frontline workers prefer to use Indonesian, unless for those who need to deal with the 

foreigners directly. 

The worst impact of language differences in a working environment was when members lost 

the chance to revise or confirm any command or action, therefore resulting in an accident. An 

accident occurred in 2018, when a crude oil pipe was dragged and cut by an anchor due to an 

incorrect translation of a command from one foreign language to another foreign language 

(Komite Nasional Keselamatan Transportasi, 2019). 

The appearance of three different languages was because no rules were implemented to use 

a single language onboard the assisted ship. The procedure did not require the Pilot nor the 

ship crew to use English in their conversation. 

II.7.2. Safety at Work Place 

Referring to the procedure of operation of tug and pilot boat issued on 1 August 2018, Masters 

of tug boat are required to prepare the VASA system on their electronic gadget. Refer to the 

information from the Pilotage company, perhaps the Master of Jayanegara 201 was using the 

VASA application during his work to assist the Soul Of Luck. 

Regardless the application type that was being used by the Master of tug boat, the use of 

mobile phone needs to be reviewed. Although in this case the Master still could be aware about 

the situation, the worse condition might be occurred when the mobile successfully takes the 

attention of other Masters of tug boat. 
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The pilotage company could compare the procedure of the mobile for the other employees, 

without disregard their responsibility and level. The existing procedure regarding the prohibition 

of using mobile phone was only for the gantry operator which stated in the document of 

Prosedur Mutu Pengoperasian Container Crane. Therefore, law enforcement towards 

someone uses mobile phone whilst working on the tug boat could not be taken. Without any 

clear rules of works, the service completed by each individual would vary, depending on their 

personal interpretation. 

Those findings demonstrated that the evaluation of employees’ performance was insufficient. 

By having many CCTV cameras, the company should be able to undertake a thorough 

evaluation. Considering the shifting in the channel, berthing and unberthing are the most critical 

situations in which the company should pay more attention to. 

There was no record about the evaluation of the work implementation done by any companies 

involved in the accident. The CCTV footage owned by the pilotage service company was a 

vital source for the evaluation. This accident, should be an impetus for the managerial level in 

the company to leverage the CCTV recordings to revise and develop any gaps that they have 

found. 

II.7.3. Anchorage Areas and Pilotage Waters 

However, there was a typing error in the Official Regulation by the Harbour Master of Tanjung 

Emas in terms of the anchorage area. If the coordinate of Emergency Area is plotted to the 

chart/map, it would have a triangle shape, instead of square due to a wrong point. In the 

harbour Master regulation, one of the coordinates was written 06º 50’, which was supposed to 

be 06º 51’. The comparison between the Ministerial Decree by the Minister of Transportation 

KP 475 and Official Regulation by the Harbour Master of Tanjung Emas KP.105 is described 

in the below figure. 

 

Figure II-6: Points of Emergency Area in the Ministerial Decree by the Minister of 

Transportation KP 475 (a) and Official Regulation by the Harbour Master of Tanjung Emas 

KP.105 (b) 

Another typo was also found in the Official Regulation by the Harbour Master of Tanjung Emas 

No KP.105/06/07/KSOP.Tg.Emas-16 on Procedures of Pilotage. One reference coordinate of 

Pilotage Waters was different than the superior rule, specifically the Ministerial Decree by the 

Minister of Transportation No 22 Year 1990 on Decision of Level of Pilotage Waters. It was 
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written 110º 20’, while the correct coordinate was 110º 26’. This error might from the unclear 

characters as the regulation was issued in 1990 when the quality of typing machine was very 

limited. 

 

Figure II-7: Points of Pilotage Waters in the Official Regulation by the Harbour Master of Tanjung Emas 

KP.105 (a) and the Ministerial Decree by the Minister of Transportation 22 (b) 

The Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of Transportation No 57 Year 2015 on Pilotage and 

Towing at the Article 6, Verse 1 states that the anchorage areas and the PBGs should be 

displayed on the nautical chart, both in paper and electronic types. 

Nonetheless, there was no anchorage area in the Nautical Chart No 91. As the area already 

enacted in the Ministerial Decree by the Minister of Transportation KP 475, it should appear in 

the Nautical Chart No 91 as well. Thus, the chart needs to be revised to match the national 

regulations. 

 

Figure II-8: Areas of: V) Emergency anchorage; W) Ship-to-ship cargo transfer; X) Quarantine; 

Y) Anchorage for tanker, cargo, passenger and wooden ship as well as the PBG in the 

Indonesian Nautical Chart No 91 (2019). 
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Figure II-9: The no anchorage area(Z mark) in the Nautical Chart No 91 (a) and in the Ministerial 

Decree by the Minister of Transportation KP 475 (b) 
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III. SUMMARY 

III.1. FINDINGS 

1. There was no maintenance record regarding the pneumatic engine control onboard the 

Soul Of Luck. 

2. The emergency response checklists for engine control failure was not available. 

3. The Bridge Resources Management needs an improvement. 

4. There crew of Soul Of Luck came up late to the forecastle to fasten the tug line. 

5. There was an incomplete guidance to undertake the oversight of performance standard of 

towing and pilotage services. 

6. The language used in pilotage and towing operations was not determined clearly. 

7. There was a need to improve the VASA system. 

8. The Indonesian Nautical Chart No 91 needs to be evaluated. 

9. The Procedure of local Harbour Master needs to be reviewed. 

10. The bow thruster was not in operation prior to the allision. 

11. The anchor was not ready in emergency situation. 

 

III.2. CONTRIBUTING FACTORS10 

1. The engine control malfunction of Soul Of Luck. 

2. The engine control malfunction occurred when the Soul Of Luck was too close to the wharf. 

 

  

                                                      
10 Contributing factors are anything which might be the source of an accident. In terms of any act, 

negligence, condition or situation in which avoided or diminished would prevent an accident or reduce 

the impacts. 
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the allision of container gantry crane with Soul Of Luck, the National Transportation 

Safety Committee (KNKT) recommends following matters to the interested parties to prevent 

the recurrence of a similar accident in the future. 

Referring to the Government Regulation of Transportation Accident Investigations No 62 Year 

2013, Article 47 suggested that the interested parties should follow up on the safety 

recommendations from this report and report the progress of those recommendations to the 

chairman of the KNKT. 

 

IV.1. MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION 

IV.1.1. DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF SEA TRANSPORTATION 

1. To review the Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of Transportation No 57 Year 

2015 on Pilotage and Towing in terms of oversight the towing and pilotage services. 

2. To review the Ministerial Decree by the Minister of Transportation No KP 475 Year 

2015 on Regulations of Determination of Marine Channel, Routing System, 

Navigational and Anchorage Areas in Tanjung Emas Semarang, particularly in 

respect to the language used in towing and pilotage services. 

Until the final report is issued, the KNKT had not received safety actions yet following the 

recommendations. 

Status: Open 

IV.1.2. HARBOUR MASTER OFFICE OF TANJUNG EMAS CLASS I 

1. To review the Official Regulation by the Harbour Master of Tanjung Emas No 

KP.105/06/07/KSOP.Tg.Emas-16 on Procedures of Pilotage in terms of mandatory 

pilotage area. 

2. To ensure all navigational features in the Indonesian Nautical Chart No 91 are 

harmonised with the valid regulations. 

3. To undertake the oversight of performance standard of towing and pilotage services. 

Until the final report is issued, the KNKT had not received safety actions yet following 

the recommendations. 

Status: Open 
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IV.2. PT PELABUHAN INDONESIA III (PERSERO) 

IV.2.1. HEADQUARTERS OF PT PELABUHAN INDONESIA III (PERSERO) 

1. To evaluate all procedures set by the branch offices. 

2. To ensure that the procedures set by the branch offices are tested in their routine drills 

and reviewed regularly. 

Until the final report is issued, the KNKT had not received safety actions yet following 

the recommendations. 

Status: Open 

IV.2.2. PT PELABUHAN INDONESIA III (PERSERO) BRANCH OF TANJUNG 

EMAS 

1. To revise the procedure of the pilotage service with respect to the IMO Resolution 

A.960(23) and contains: 

a. the situational awareness; 

b. the procedure of berthing and assisting a ship, including briefing with Master; 

c. the berthing method and turning point; 

d. the contingency plan and emergency situations; 

e. the use of a single language (marine English); 

f. the safe speed of assisted vessel associated with the type, size and minimum 

navigable speed in the prevailing condition. 

2. To improve the VASA system, considering the Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of 

Transportation No 57 Year 2015 on Pilotage and Towing. 

3. To ensure that the Pilot on duty witnesses the successful of Main Engine and Steering 

Gear tests (astern and ahead) for all assisted vessels before entering and leaving the 

port. 

Until the final report is issued, the KNKT had not received safety actions yet following the 

recommendations. 

Status: Open 

IV.2.3. PT PELINDO MARINE SERVICE 

1. To revise the procedure of towing service by considering: 

a. the details of the coordination amongst the Pilot and tug boats’ crew; 

b. the berthing method and turning point; 

c. the contingency plan and emergency situations; 

d. the use of a single language (marine English); 

e. the safe speed of assisted vessel associated with the type, size and minimum 

navigable speed in the prevailing condition. 
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2. To ensure the evaluation of work for the tug boats’ crew in regards the safety at work is 

effective. 

Until the final report is issued, the KNKT had not received safety actions yet following 

the recommendations. 

Status: Open 

 

IV.3. VICTORIA OCEANWAY LTD. (MANAGING OWNER) AND 

OSIER HOLDING S.A. (REGISTERED OWNER) 

1. To ensure that the Master always has the rights to: 

a. take control of the ship; 

b. refuse the assistance in case of an unsafe condition. 

2. To ensure all crew on duty always have situational awareness. 

3. To review the standard procedures, by considering: 

a. the maintenance record of the pneumatic valve in the main engine control; 

b. the emergency response checklists for engine control failure; 

c. the tests of Main Engine and Steering Gear (astern and ahead) before entering 

and leaving the port;  

d. the plan of safe journey in limited waters; 

e. the assistance for the tug boat crew when fastening the tug line; 

f. the use of bow thruster and anchor in emergency situation. 

Until the final report is issued, the KNKT had not received safety actions yet following 

the recommendations. 

Status: Open 
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

Crew members of Soul Of Luck. 

Harbour Master of Tanjung Emas. 

MAN B&W - MAN Energy Solutions. 

Nippon Kaiji Kyokai Classification. 

PT Pelabuhan Indonesia III (PERSERO) Branch of Tanjung Emas. 

PT Pelindo Marine Service. 

Semarang Vessel Traffic Service. 

Simplified Voyage Data Recorder of Soul Of Luck. 
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REGULATIONS 

Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGs) 

1972. 

Convention on the Standards of Training, Certification & Watchkeeping for Seafarers 

(STCW). 

Decree of the Minister of Transportation No KP.603 Year 2012 on Permit for PT Pelabuhan 

Indonesia to Provide Pilotage Service. 

Directoral Regulation by the Director General of Sea Transportation No HK.103/2/14/djpl-16 

Year 2016. 

Legislation Regulation Act No 12 Year 2011. 

Legislation Regulation Act No 15 Year 2019. 

Ministerial Decree of the Minister of Transportation No 22 Year 1990 on Decision of Level of 

Pilotage Waters. 

Ministerial Decree of the Minister of Transportation No KP 475 Year 2015 on Regulations of 

Determination of Marine Channel, Routing System, Navigational and Anchorage Areas in 

Tanjung Emas Semarang 

Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of Transportation No 15 Year 2016 on State Revenues 

Other Than Tax. 

Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of Transportation No 18 Year 2013 on Master Plan of 

Tanjung Emas Port. 

Ministerial Regulation by the Minister of Transportation No 57 Year 2015 on Pilotage and 

Towing. 

Official Regulation by the Harbour Master of Tanjung Emas No 

KP.105/06/07/KSOP.Tg.Emas-16 on Procedures of Pilotage. 

Resolution of the IMO A.960(23) on Recommendations on Training and Certification and on 

Operational Procedures for Maritime Pilots Other Than Deep-Sea Pilots.  
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APPENDIX 

CLOSING RECOMMENDATIONS OF HEADQUARTERS OF PT PELABUHAN 

INDONESIA III (PERSERO) 

 

 

  



Closing Recommendation 
PT Pelabuhan Indonesia III (Persero) 

Head Office

Maret 2021



Recommendation Headquarters of PT Pelabuhan Indonesia III (Persero)



Recomendation Answer

To evaluate all
procedures set by the
branch office

As per warrant from Director of Operations
and Commercials No. PJ.01.02/26/HOFC-
2021. 5𝑡ℎ of March 2021 about Standard
Operating Procedures for Pilotage Service
Review and Use of Standard Maritime
Communication and Phrases (SMCP)

1 To evaluate all procedures set by the branch office



Finding Jawaban

To ensure that the 
procedures set by 
the branch offices 
are tested in their 
routine drills and 
reviewed regularly

As per warrant from Director of Operations
and Commercials No. PJ.01.02/26/HOFC-
2021. 5𝑡ℎ of March 2021 about Standard
Operating Procedures for Pilotage Service
Review and Use of Standard Maritime
Communication and Phrases (SMCP)

2 To ensure that the procedures set by the branch offices are tested in their routine drills and 

reviewed regularly



LAMPIRAN 
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CLOSING RECOMMENDATIONS OF PT PELABUHAN INDONESIA III (PERSERO) 

BRANCH OF TANJUNG EMAS 

 

 

  



Closing Recommendation 
PT Pelabuhan Indonesia III (Persero) 
Branch Of Tanjung Emas Semarang

Maret 2021



Recommendation PT Pelabuhan Indonesia III (Persero) Branch Of Tanjung Emas Semarang



Recommendation Jawaban

The situational 
awareness

Surat Keputusan KSOP Pelabuhan kelas I
Tanjung Emas Nomor KP.006/03/19/KSOP.
Tg Emas-19 tentang sistem dan prosedur
pemanduan dan penundaan kapal di
pelabuhan Tanjung Emas Semarang (Bab III
Pasal 6 Ayat 4, hal 10)

1.a To revise the procedure of pilotage service with respect to the IMO Resolutions A.960 (23) and Contains



Recommendation Jawaban

The procedure of 
berthing and assisting a 
ship including briefing 
with master

Surat Keputusan KSOP Pelabuhan kelas I
Tanjung Emas Nomor KP.006/03/19/KSOP.
Tg Emas-19 tentang sistem dan prosedur
pemanduan dan penundaan kapal di
pelabuhan Tanjung Emas Semarang (Bab III
Pasal 6 Ayat 5, hal 11)

Terlampir checklist Pilot master Exchange
Terlampir video Pilot master Exchange

1.b To revise the procedure of pilotage service with respect to the IMO Resolutions A.960 (23) and Contains



Recommendation Jawaban

The berthing method 
and turning point

Surat Keputusan KSOP
Pelabuhan kelas I Tanjung Emas
Nomor KP.006/03/19/KSOP. Tg
Emas-19 tentang sistem dan
prosedur pemanduan dan
penundaan kapal di pelabuhan
Tanjung Emas Semarang (Bab III
Pasal 7 hal 13)

1.c To revise the procedure of pilotage service with respect to the IMO Resolutions A.960 (23) and Contains



Recommendation Jawaban

The contingency plan 
and emergency 
situations

Surat Keputusan KSOP
Pelabuhan kelas I Tanjung
Emas Nomor
KP.006/03/19/KSOP.Tg Emas-19
tentang sistem dan prosedur
pemanduan dan penundaan
kapal di pelabuhan Tanjung
Emas Semarang (Pasal 11 hal
17)

1.d To revise the procedure of pilotage service with respect to the IMO Resolutions A.960 (23) and Contains



Recommendation Jawaban

The use of a single 
languange (marine 
english)

- Standard Marine 
Communication Phrases 
(SMCP)

- Terlampir pelatihan
english

Terlampir video marine
English conversation pada
saat proses berthing

1.e To revise the procedure of pilotage service with respect to the IMO Resolutions A.960 (23) and Contains



Recommendation Jawaban

Minimum navigable 
speed in the 
prevating condition

Prosedur Mutu
Pemanduan dan
penundaaan kapal
Pelabuhan Tanjung Emas
tanggal 27/08/19
(halaman 12)

To revise the procedure of pilotage service with respect to the IMO Resolutions A.960 (23) and Contains1.f



Recommendation Jawaban

To Improve the vasa system 
, considering the ministerial 
Regulations of the Minister 
of Transport no 57 year of 
2015 on Pilotage and 
Towing

Sudah diakomodir Kantor Pusat

Terlampir video

2 To Improve the vasa system , considering the ministerial Regulations of the Minister of Transport no 57 
year of 2015 on Pilotage and Towing



Recommendation Jawaban

To Ensure that the Pilot on Duty 
to witness the succesful of main 
engine and steering Gear tests 
(astern and ahead) for all 
assisted vessels before entering 
and leaving the port

Surat Keputusan KSOP Pelabuhan kelas I
Tanjung Emas Nomor KP.006/03/19/KSOP.
Tg Emas-19 tentang sistem dan prosedur
pemanduan dan penundaan kapal di
pelabuhan Tanjung Emas Semarang (Bab
III Pasal 6 Ayat 5, hal 10)

3 To Ensure that the Pilot on Duty to witness the succesful of main engine and steering Gear tests (astern 
and ahead) for all assisted vessels before entering and leaving the port



LAMPIRAN 



Lampiran BRM Pandu Tg Emas
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Lampiran Maritime English For Pilot
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Lampiran Checklist Pilot Master Information Exchange
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CLOSING RECOMMENDATIONS OF PT PELINDO MARINE SERVICE 

 

 

  



Closing Recommendation 
PT Pelindo Marine Service

Maret 2021



Recommendation PT Pelindo Marine Service



Recommendation Jawaban

a. The details of the coordination amongst the pilot 
and tug boat's crew;

b. The berthing method and turning point;
c. The Contingency plan and emergency situations;
d. The use of a single language (marine english);
e. The safe speed of assisted vessel associated with 

the type, size and minimum navigable speed in the 
prevailing condition;

Sudah dilakukan revisi pada klausul-klausul sesuai rekomendasi dari KNKT dalam sistem dan 
prosedur berikut : (bukti dokumen terlampir)

P-OP-01
(Prosedur Pengeoprasian Kapal Tunda dan Pandu)

P-SMMR-22
(Prosedur Menghadapi Keadaan Darurat di Kapal)

1 To revise the procedure of towing service by considering:



Recommendation Jawaban

To ensure the evaluation of work for the tug boat's crew 
in regards the safety at work is effective

Telah dilaksanakan pemantauan dan evaluasi terhadap seluruh kru kapal oleh PT. Pelindo
Marine Service dengan rincian kegiatan yakni sebagai berikut : (bukti berita acara terlampir)

1. Safety patrol rutin seluruh kapal, meliputi pengecekan peralatan keselamatan, peralatan
navigasi, peralatan komunikasi dan dokumen kapal;

2. Pelaksanaan drill tanggap darurat kapal;
3. Sosialisasi kebijakan sistem manajemen K3;
4. Safety meeting rutin bulanan;
5. Pemantauan lingkungan di atas kapal;
6. Audit internal tahunan di kapal.

2 To ensure the evaluation of work for the tug boat's crew in regards the safety at work is effective



LAMPIRAN 
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